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1 - Hawaiian Seeds And A New Activation

A/N: Ok so Im doing a Courage The Cowardly Dog crossover with Lilo And Stitch. Im a bit worried that
no one knows about Courage because of it being canceled and having a time slot of 4:00 in the morning.
(Curse you cartoon network!) I suggests you only read this if you know about the Courage show.

Summary: Muriel opens a bag of rare Hawaiian flower seeds and doesn’t notices that there is an
experiment pod mixed in with the seed. Things only get worse when she activates experiment 600.
Gantu finds out about the experiment and is heading to Nowhere to capture it thankfully Lilo and Stitch
are close behind.

A Cowardly Crossover

By: CTCD

Chapter 1

Hawaiian Seeds And A New Activation

Courage was enjoying himself on Muriel’s lap it was a nice day out and the breakfast Muriel had baked
made him very tired and sleepy. He snoozed as Muriel and Eustace watched some crazy show with an
odd man dancing around with bananas twirling in his ears. He didn’t even hear the mail man’s truck
pull up to the house and kick (Literally) a box and a newspaper up on the porch.

“The mail’s finally here.” Muriel said causing Courage to wake up a bit.

“Took them long enough.” Eustace said folded up his old newspaper. “Go get my newspaper you
stupid dog.” He said impatiently.

Courage simply closed his eyes and tried to ignore him but Eustace wasn’t going to have it that way. He
pulled his head under his newspaper for a few seconds and pulled out a large ugly green mask.

“Ogga booga booga!” He yelled. Courage instantly jumped out of Muriel’s lap and ran out of the house
screaming.

Once outside he began to breath heavily trying to regain his breath. He could hear Eustace laughing
inside soon followed by a clunk and a “What did I do?”

Courage looked down at the mail and gave a small “Uh?” as he saw the small box. Most of the time
there was only bills and Eustace’s paper but now there was this odd box. He sniffed it twice, it didn’t
smell funny. He shrugged and took the box in to show Muriel. He also grabbed Eustace’s newspaper
after nearly forgetting it.

“What’s this?” Muriel asked as Courage dropped the box on her lap. “Who cares.” Eustace mumbled



opening up his new newspaper.

“Well I guess it wouldn’t hurt to open it.” She said as she began to open the box.

“Oh!” She gasped as she pulled out a packet of seeds. “My rare Hawaiian seeds finally got here!”
Courage sighed with relief now knowing that it wasn’t something harmful.

“Courage shall we go plant them?” Muriel asked excitedly. “Mmm hmm.” Courage replied knowing that
he could now get away from Eustace.

“Whatever.” Eustace mumbled flipping a page of his newspaper “Nothing has ever grown here in fifty
years.” He said flipping another page.

“Oh Eustace!” Muriel said angrily “That’s because you haven’t tried to grow anything in fifty years!
Maybe if you actually tried you could grow something too!” Eustace simply flipped another page to prove
he was ignoring her.

“Come on Courage.” Muriel said still sounding a little angry. “Lets leave the lazy farmer.”

Muriel spent a good half an hour turning up dirt to plant her flowers in Courage tried to help but he would
always end up with a hole instead of turned up dirt. So he watched her do it instead. After turning up the
dirt Muriel finally opened up the seed packed and dumped them into her hands. That was when a very
bad feeling came over Courage.

“What in the world is this...” he heard Muriel say. He looked up at Muriel as she lowered her hand’s to
let him see what the problem was. To his surprises mixed in with the seeds there was a large blue
marble shaped ball with 600 written on it in big black letters.

“Must be some new kind of fertilizer.” Muriel said inspecting the blue ball. “I don’t see how it suppose
to work and the instructions don’t say anything about it. Maybe I just throw it in?”

She threw the ball into the turned up ground and began to plant the seeds. Courage on the other hand
couldn’t get his mind off of the ball something just didn’t feel right about it.

“There all done.” Muriel said standing back up. “Now all we need to do is water them.” Courage
nodded in approval, he couldn’t wait to finish up even if the ball was still bothering him. All he cared was
that he could lay back down on Muriel again.

Muriel when back inside the house to find the water bucket leaving Courage alone with the odd ball. He
sniffed the air hoping to get a smell of it but it was no good. Muriel soon came back out with the water
bucket and began to water the seeds. She hummed as Courage suddenly got a very bad feeling again.
No sooner had the feeling come on when the small seed bed suddenly exploded with yellow light.

Both Courage and Muriel were knocked back by the sudden rush of wind. He just got a small glimpse
through the light of a large yellow sphere that began to take shape of a small creature.

Once the light had subsided both Muriel and Courage could now see again and they could also see what



had been produced by the sudden burst of energy.

Eustace could be heard shouting to them as he began to walk outside “What the heck was that
woman!” He soon met up with them and he too could now see the creature that had suddenly appeared.

Courage gasped, It looked like a large blueish gray koala... “This can’t be good or else my name is
Splodyhead...and it’s not...” Courage mumbled

Somewhere in Hawaii...

625 was trying to get some sleep after eating at least 20 sandwiches. Thankfully for him Gantu was out
experiment hunting and not bothering him. Of course the bad guys never get a moment of peace
because Gantu’s angry footsteps could be heard coming towards the ship.

625 almost fell out of his chair as Gantu stomped into the ship. “No experiments again fish face?
hamster breath is going to be pretty darn angry with you again.” 625 taunted. No sooner had he said
Hamsterviel did the hamster face appeared on the screen.

“Gantu where is my experiment?” He asked angrily. “The little girl and the...”

“I don’t need excuses I need experiments!” Gantu cringed as Hamsterviel’s voice boomed through the
ship “I know that sir but...”

“No Buts you over sized hunk of blubber that been rotting out in the sun.” Hamsterviel yelled

“I’m sorry sir but...”Gantu was stopped again but this time it was from the beeping of the experiment
container.

“Ah yes an experiment.” Hamsterviel said with a smug smile.

“Hey could you turn that annoying beeping off.” 625 mumbled. “Im trying to get some sleep here.”

“Quite you!” Gantu yelled as the container reviled the experiment.

“Experiment 600, primary function: Cutting through anything with its extremely sharp claws that can
extend at will.”

A hologram of 600 appeared in the container. It looked like Stitch except it was a bit taller. It’s ears were
longer than Stitch and its head seemed a bit taller too. It was a dark blueish gray color but its torso was
completely gray. The inside of its ears, around it eyes and the patterns on it back where gray as well.
(A/N: the patterns on 600 back looks like the ones on Stitch back) It’s nose was black and its eyes were
black. It didn’t have spines or the second pair of arms but it made up with its fingers which were made
of steel and ended in sharp curves. The hologram change after a few seconds and morphed into the
same picture of 600 except it now showed it claws completely extended. They were now almost as big
as a sword.

“G...Gantu I...I...need this experiment!” Hamstervile yelled with excitement “Right I’ll go now before the



little girl and...” Gantu once more was interrupted by the container

“WARNING experiment not detected on island, WARNING experiment not detected on island scanning
for experiment 600 now, scanning now, scanning now...experiment found, country: America, State:
Kansas, City: Nowhere” “Nowhere?” Gantu asked.

“Nowhere: Once known as a tourist site because of it being a natural desert in Kansas where deserts
are said to not be able to existed. It also once attracts tourist for literally looking like nowhere. Apart from
the few tourist the people who live there are spread across the outskirts who must go to town for most of
there needs. Tourist are becoming rare in Nowhere because of increasing temperature and an increase
of abnormal and strange thing that happen there.”

“Another sweltering mud ball, blitznack!” Gantu mumbled.

“You will get me that experiment! I don’t care how hot it is, I don’t care how many strange things
happen there. GET ME THAT EXPERIMENT NOW!Over and out you tub of blubber!” Hamsterviel
Shouting face disappeared as the screen went black.

“Ohhhh to bad for you the ship is busted, guess your going to have to swim all the way to Kansas.” 625
laughed.

“I’m going to have to take those flying machines that the earth creatures invented.” Gantu said mostly
to himself. “You mean planes right?” 625 asked jokingly “Whatever.” Gantu growled.

“Well send me a postcard when you get there. I’ve got sandwich’s to make.”

“Your coming with me!” Gantu yelled grabbing 625 by the neck. “But who’s going to watch the ship?”
625 questioned. “Trust me I have a few friends who can take care of it.” Gantu answered

“Wait, wait.” 625 said with a small smile “I’ll find some people to watch the ship you don’t worry about
it.”

“I don’t care who does it as long as you come suffer with me.” Gantu yelled. 625 chucked as he began
to call over his friend. Gantu on the other hand was to busy thinking about how easy it would be to
capture this experiment.

“I’m going to Nowhere and that little girl and the trog don’t know it! I can win over that experiment
without any problems for the first time!”

End Chapter 1



2 - 600 V.S. Muriel’s Pan

Chapter 2

600 V.S. Muriel’s Pan

Courage couldn’t help but whimper when the gray creature began to stir slightly. It slowly moved out of
the curled position it was in. To Courage’s horror it slowly got to its feet and turned to him, its large
black eyes seemed to almost stare into his soul.

“Well you are you?” Muriel asked not seeming to notice that its hands were made completely out of a
thick sharp steel. The creature looked away from Courage to gaze over at Muriel. It made a low hissing
noise as it began to back away from both Muriel and Courage.

“What the heck is that suppose to be?” Eustace asked “It looks like it got run over by a car a few
hundred times.” He began to laugh at his ‘Not funny at all joke’ just to taunt the creature and it
responded by turning its hiss into an angry growl.

Courage almost passed out from fear when it flexed its claws out so long that they now were the size of
a sword.

“Eustace I don’t think you should make fun of...” Muriel started but Eustace continued to make bad
jokes

“Was it an accident or are you really stupid enough to walk in front of a car.” He said laughing even
harder. The creature snarled and lunged at Eustace, it claws extended outward. Courage who had seen
this coming had lunged forward and thankfully pushed Eustace out of the way just before the creatures
claws could meet Eustace’s face.

The creature landed a few feet away from Courage and very, very closely to Eustace’s truck. In a blind
rage of furry and uncontrolled instinct for destruction, ran, tackled, crushed and slashed Eustace’s truck
into a hundred pieces.

“My truck!” Eustace yelled darting forward to go save it from any more harm.

The creature smiled a very devilish smile as it paced back to Courage and Muriel. It retracted its claws
as at smiled again this time a friendly smile not an evil one. Courage thought that maybe because they
released it from that odd ball that it was now grateful to them and wasn’t going to hurt them.

Muriel smiled and asked once again. “So who are you?” The creature smile grew even wider as it
spoke in a gruff animal like voice.

“Mega 600.”He said waging his very tiny tail like a dog. “So your name is 600?” Muriel asked “Why
would anyone name there dog 600.”



“Mega naga dog.” 600 continued but Muriel ignored him much the way she never seemed to notice
Courage when he would try to warn her about something bad. “Well 600 you don’t seem to have any
owners. So I guess we will keep you for now besides you are kind of cute for a run over dog.”

600 gave Muriel a disgusted look at if he much rather be anywhere else then in the middle of Nowhere.
He didn’t like the fact of being stuck here when he could be destroying city’s right now.

Muriel patted him on the head and began to walk back to the house he extended his claws in disgust as
he followed after her. Courage gave a small whine as he too followed after Muriel. He worried deeply
about those claws and what they could do to Muriel...

600 let his claws retain as he listened to Muriel tell him about house. He dropped to the ground so that
he was now on four feet making him look more like a dog.

Muriel was telling him about the house she showed him all the rooms and told him about them even if he
didn’t understand what a kitchen, attic, bathroom, basement, living room and bedrooms were. He tried
very hard to listen to everything she was telling him but his urge to do something bad and destructive
was growing deep within and the feeling of his claws shedding things up into tiny pieces was making him
want to extend his claws and cut Muriel down to shreds. As they entered the kitchen he found it unable
to stop himself...

Courage couldn’t believe that Muriel didn’t noticed that 600 had come from that flash of light the ball
had caused nor the fact he just suddenly appeared out of nowhere and she didn’t seem to care that 600
didn’t seem to understand what living rooms and such were.

Courage didn’t like the fact that this monster had huge steel claw and that it looks like it had been run
over way too many times. He knew from experience that this could only lead to something very bad no
matter how nice it tried to act. He made sure to keep a very close eye on 600 as Muriel showed him the
house, she was now talking about how she should try to rename 600 to something better and less dull
sounding.

She petted both 600 and Courage as she asked 600 if he was hungry. “You must be hungry being a
stray dog so you must not get much food. I know just what to give you! Vinegar dipped liver supreme
dog food!” Courage watched Muriel as she began to open a can of dog food, 600 on the other hand
seemed to be more interested with the other things in the kitchen a flame seemed to shine in his eyes as
he overlooked the different items which he could easily destroy.

Courage gave a weak growl to 600 as he looked away from Muriel to make sure he wasn’t getting any
ideas. This seemed to bring 600 out of his trance as he overlooked the dog food Muriel was now setting
down in front of him.

“Eat up.” Muriel said as 600 sniffed it twice then made a disgusted look. “Is something wrong with the
dog food?” Muriel asked. To Courage’s horror a devilish smile formed on 600 face again. He barley had
time to register what happened next.

600 took the dog food and the dish and spattered it on top of Courage’s head in a blink of an eye.



Courage who was now blinded by dog food covering his eyes without question screamed and began to
run around the room as if 600 had just tried to cut him in two.

600 went into a laughing fit as Courage continued to run around the room screaming bloody murder.
“Courage stop!” Muriel yelled over the laughter and screaming.

600 who still was laughing outstretched his claws and slashed the table into two pieces.

“Not you too!” Muriel yelled. 600 next target was the fridge, he made quick work out of it with one slash
of his claws.

“STOP IT NOW!” Muriel screamed over the crying of the cowardly dog. 600 on the other hand was to
busy laughing and trying to find more cuttable things then to care about what Muriel had to say.

Muriel quickly snatched a near by pan and smashed it on top of 600 head. He felt a surging pain in his
head as he fell over. Instantly his world began to spin and morph right in front of his eye’s. He barley
saw the pan that was now the shape of his head.

As 600 began to slowly recover Courage on the other hand had thankfully ran right into a wall screaming
and even after falling to the ground he still continued to scream. He thankfully passed out a few seconds
later from too much screaming and not breathing in between.

Muriel sighed out a “What a relief.” as she grabbed a near by chair to sit...it broke the second she sat
down on it...It looked as though things couldn’t get any worse in the kitchen and as 600 began to see
the mess he made he actually feel bad for messing everything up for the first time...and even worse he
didn’t know why.

End Chapter



3 - A Good 600 And Jealousy

Chapter 3

A Good 600 And Jealousy

600 couldn’t understand why he felt bad about making Muriel angry, Maybe it was because she took
him in, Maybe it was because she didn’t treat him the same way Jumba had, Maybe it was because she
loved him and gave him food no matter how ugly or dangerous he looked. Either way he was now
feeling very bad about using his destructive ability on Muriel.

Muriel slowly got up from the broken chair. She pointed angrily at the door.

“Out now.” She said sternly. “Once you learn some manners maybe you will be permitted back into this
household one day.”

600's ears drooped to the floor. “Soka.” He mumbled but of course Muriel didn’t understand what that
meant.

“Get out of this house now!” She finally yelled. 600 slowly made his way to the back door, Courage was
just waking up as he saw 600 make his way through the door. Courage smiled knowing that Muriel
wouldn’t let 600 back in again.

Both Courage and Muriel went back into the living room to tired to clean up the kitchen. Muriel once
again began watching the crazy man with bananas in his ears dance around the screen.

Eustace had also come back in the house but he was still pouting over the loss of his truck.

Courage slowly began to drift asleep but the thought of 600 sitting outside the door waiting to be let in
again still made him uneasy. Thankfully sleep still came to him and soon he was in a world of happiness
and no 600's.

A few hours later...

Courage felt as though someone was breathing on him...He was slowly being lulled out of his sleep
thanks to the breathing.

“What the...” He thought to himself as he opened his eyes. To his surprise and horror he met up with
the two black eyes of 600. He shot back as far as he could into Muriel’s chair as he screamed, horrified
of 600. He just then noticed that Muriel wasn’t in her chair.

He gained all his courage and yelled “W...w...what have you done with Muriel?”

He growled angrily at 600 who had just been so close to Courage’s face that it was odd that Courage



hadn’t woken up sooner. 600 just gazed at him as if he didn’t understand what he meant.

“He must have got Muriel!” Courage thought as panic washed over him. “Naga done anything to Muril.”
600 said blinking a few times as though he didn’t have a clue that Courage was accusing him of
attacking Muriel.

Courage was now panicking even more over the fact 600 could talk. “Courage?” Came Muriel’s voice
from the kitchen. It took him a few seconds to notice that Muriel was safe in the kitchen.

He soon sighed with relief knowing that 600 hadn’t done anything bad to Muriel.

Courage ran into the kitchen to find Muriel, to his surprise she was cooking dinner. “Huh?” He wonder
as he looked around the kitchen. It looked good as new, very few things seemed out of place.

Courage looked over to the door as 600 entered on all fours. “600 was such a dear to fix up the kitchen
for me, I guess he has learned his lesson.” Muriel said as she cracked open an egg that spilt into a
bowl.

600 had done an ok job. The fridge had been duck taped back together, the table had been tied together
again with rope, all the dog food that had been on the wall was cleaned off and the chairs had been fix
with nails hammered into them. The only thing that was out of place was the pan in the shape of 600
head.

Courage couldn’t help but be surprised and jealous at how nice the kitchen looked again.

Eustace was already sitting at the table as Courage and 600 sat down for dinner too. He had his
newspaper open as always and was mumbling. “What are these stupid dogs doing at the table.” Like
always he got up off the chair, walked over to Courage, grabbed him by the ears, dropped him to the
ground and then dropped his dog bowl next to him.

He would then sit back down at his side of the table and act as though he hadn’t done anything wrong
but this time he lowered his newspaper and look at 600.

600 gave Eustace an evil grin as he flexed his claws outward to show that he wasn’t going anywhere.
Eustace apparently got the message

He slowly backed away and sat down again. He flung the newspaper up to his face and could just be
heard saying “Darn freak dog...” Courage couldn’t help but chuckle at Eustace’s fear of 600.

Dinner had been great mostly because Muriel was back in a good mood again and that Eustace was to
terrified to make fun of him or 600.

Courage helped Muriel with the dishes, 600 was going to help too but the minute 600 saw that it involved
sticking his metal hands into water he turned it away knowing that he could easily rust them.

Muriel was sitting down now to watch TV but when Courage had tried to sit on her lap she suddenly
pushed him off.



Courage couldn’t help but gasp when he hit the ground Muriel never made him get off her lap before
and to make thing even worse she had replaced him with 600.

Courage growled lightly but felt to tired to fight for his spot so instead he found a nice spot to lay down
and try to forget about 600 but the jealousy that was burning inside was growing as he watched Muriel
stroke 600 down the back just like the way she did it to him.

He took out his frustration by chewing on his favorite shoe but he only got angrier as Muriel began to talk
about how nice and kind 600 was and even worse she seemed to have come up with a name for him.

“You know I still haven’t thought up a name for you.” Muriel said stroking 600 again.

“May as well call him freak dog.” Eustace mumbled.

Courage looked up at Muriel a little shocked that she was already going to rename 600. “Hm I think I’ll
call you Slash because of those sharp claws of yours.”

Courage gasped and Slash could have cared less he seemed to be off in La, La Land thanks to Muriel’s
strong stroking. Courage grumbled something under his breath as he continued to chew out his anger
on his favorite shoe.

Around midnight Muriel and Eustace headed to bed, Courage found his favorite spot at the end of the
bed and began to doze off just like every night.

He would just sit there and snooze as Muriel and Eustace got ready for bed but unlike every other night
Courage felt someone pick him up and place him on the floor. He opened his eyes and found that Muriel
had put him on the floor and was putting Slash in his place.

He gave Muriel a hurt look and even whined a little in hopes to get her attention but she still didn’t seem
to notice him. He sighed and lied down but once again he was picked up this time by Eustace. Courage
felt himself go flying out of the room as Eustace kicked him out. This must have been a way for Eustace
to get some of his anger out because he had no reason to kick Courage out of the room yet.

He could just barley hear Eustace say “Stupid dogs.” As he shut the door to the room.

Courage made his way across the hall to the attic. He was going to have to sleep here tonight even
though he hated it and he was also going to ask for some help from his computer. (A/N: You think that
me being an over obsessed computer fan girl would leave him out of a Courage story!)

Courage turned his computer and began to type in. “Help, evil dog thing making Muriel forget about
me.” Of course a few seconds later Courage’s computer replies as rudely as ever.

“It a way of humanoid life you idiot, one moment the human’s are in love one thing, then its on to the
next big thing as the other thing is left behind to be forgotten. In any case your just simply boring in
Muriel’s eyes now thanks to this evil dog. Even then I can’t believe it took her that long to notice that a
pink dog that can’t go a day without screaming at least once is boring.



“What do I do about it?” Courage asked.

“Simple, just do something better then what this evil dog does or try and impress her.” Courage thought
about this, he knew he could impress Muriel somehow.

He was suddenly drawn out of his thoughts when he heard something shuffle past the attic door.
Courage without question went to check on Muriel. He first noticed that the door to the room was open
and that the shuffling sound had coming from that room too. He peeked in on Eustace and Muriel who
was fast asleep and then he saw that Slash was not in the room at all.

Panicking he began to check over all of the house even the kitchen cabinets but Slash was nowhere to
be found. Frightened by the fact that Slash was up this late at night Courage sat down in Eustace’s big
red chair and stared at the door making sure that Slash wouldn’t get back in the house without him
knowing. He would have to stay up all night if he had to but even then he was getting drowsy. After a
good ten or twenty minute he could no longer keep his eyes open and soon he was dreaming peacefully
not knowing that Muriel could be in danger.

Back In Hawaii...

Aw man I hate heat waves.” Lilo whined as she and Stitch entered the airport to escape the heat. “I’m
defiantly going to ask Slushy to cool thing down a bit when he’s off of work.”

“Ih.” Stitch replied faintly as he found a chair to sit in and fan out his sweaty fur. It seemed as if the
airport was the only place in all of Hawaii with air condition.

“Poor Slushy.” Lilo said softly. “He must be getting bombarded with tourist right now.” Stitch could only
imagine what his cousin was going through right now, constant tourist begging for slushes.

The heat wave was one of the most hottest ones yet and to make things worse no one in Hawaii
seemed to have any air condition.

“I hope Slushy gets a lunch break soon I don’t think we can stand much more of this stupid heat. You
know maybe we can...” Lilo was suddenly interrupted by a loud echoing alarm that forced everyone to
turn there attention to the metal detectors that were stationed near the entrance to the planes.

A very large man in a Hawaiian palm tree shirt was halted by a security guard next to him was a small
child also wearing a Hawaiian shirt. The kids legs were to small to put even shorts on so he was just
wearing green shoe’s instead, Both the man and kid were wearing sunglasses over there eyes.

“Gantu...” Both Lilo and Stitch grumbled at the same time. They just barley heard Gantu say something
about experiment 600, Kansas and Nowhere under his breath. “Oh no.” Lilo gasped under breath as
well. “Stitch, he’s going to this Nowhere, Kansas place to capture an Experiment!”

“Cousin!” Stitch yelped as his ears perked up. He suddenly felt very angry at Gantu and was about to
leap forward at him and 625 but Lilo stopped him. “Wait, lets tell Jumba about this first.” She said Stitch
nodding in agreement.



Gantu stopped walking as an alarm sounded out through airport apparently he wasn’t supposed to take
metal with him on the plane.

The security guard quickly prided open his suitcase and gasped as he saw the plasma gun and capture
container. “It...It’s a...uh...gift for my aunts...uh...cousin...it’s a toy gun...nothing more.” Gantu said
hopping the man wouldn’t try and inspect it more closely.

“Sorry bro can’t take anything metal onto the plane. Your just going to have to tell his aunt of yours that
your going to have to send it in the mail.” The guard said closing the suitcase back up again.

“But I...” Gantu stammered “No but’s man it’s a rule.” The guard said. “Fine, Fine.” Gantu mumbled
under his breath. “But I don’t see how I’m going to catch 600 in Nowhere Kansas without a plasma
gun...”

Finally after getting through the gate and nearly missing there plane Gantu and 625 finally were able to
board.

Gantu found it extremely hard to sit down when he took up almost four seats. After he complain about
the plane’s stupid design from galactic federation’s ship he found a nice row seats on the right side of
the plane and sat down.

All that seemed to be on his mind was that he didn’t have any hope’s of catching 600 thanks to a lack
of plasma guns and capture containers.

625 sat down next to Gantu in the only seat that wasn’t being taken up by Gantu’s fat butt. Gantu
sighed as the plane took off knowing that he was about to face his ultimate doom

“Well look on the bright side G.” 625 said chomping on a sandwich he had packed up in his shirt
pocket. “At least we still got the suitcase full of sandwich’s.”

“What good would sandwich’s do?” Gantu sighed. “Well we won’t starve to death.” 625 said taking
another bite out of his sandwich.

Everyone on the plane suddenly gasped as they lifted off the ground, the side that Gantu was siting on
was lurching uneasily to the side. Gantu groaned as everyone looked over to him.

No sooner then that did the captains voice ring through the intercom. “Sorry for the inconvenience but
we apparently have too much weight aboard the plane as an alternative we will dump all the cargo now.
Please excuse us for doing so.”

625 couldn’t believe what he was hearing “What!” He screamed. “My Sandwich’s are in the cargo!
Thanks a lot fish breath!”

625 crossed his arms and mumbled “I hope the guys I hired for the ship do something really bad to it
just to get revenge for destroying my poor little defenseless babies.”



Gantu sighed once again as he placed his face into his hands as a headache began to come on.

Back At Gantu’s Ship...

Fireworks could be seen shooting up over the tree tops near Gantu’s ship.

Yin and Yang where combining lava and water to make some awesome looking firework. The ship was
decorated with holiday lights that were flashing in many different colors. Sample was atop the ship
playing off different beats as fire and water danced across the sky.

Nosy was at the entrance of the ship with his sidekick Fibber who was holding a chipboard in his hand.

“This party’s gonna rock!” Nosy said excitedly to Kixx who was posing as the guard to make sure no
unwanted experiment who weren’t on the list didn’t get in.

“Hey Spike!” Nosy yelled to experiment coming out of the forest. “Come on in! This just isn’t a party
without you here.”

Spike smiled a huge grin as he ran in on all fours to the biggest party in Hawaii that no experiment was
going to miss.

“This is going to be great!” Nosy yelled. “Me and Squeak (A/N: Squeak’s in the episode Spike.) Are
going to sing the Mr. Lonely song later isn’t that right Squeak?”

Nosy looks over at Squeak who is sing in a high pitch voice. “Lonely, I’m Mr. Lonely I have nobody for
my own.”

“That’s right keep sings there pal.” Nosy yells to the over to the hyper experiment.

A crash suddenly rings out from inside the ship as Nosy looks in to see what the problem is.

“Hey spike! Watch out where you shoot those spikes we don’t want any experiments with hangovers
after the party.”

End Chapter 3



4 - 600's Weakness

Chapter 4

600's Weakness

“JUMBA!.” Lilo shouted through the house as she ran upstairs to find the former evil genus.

As she bolted through the door to Jumba and Pleakly’s room she almost toppled over Pleakly who of
course yelled. “Hey you know what Nani said about running through the house!”

Lilo completely ignored him as she passed and still didn’t stop calling Jumba’s name

Pleakly still was babbling on about how angry Nani would be when Stitch also came bolting through the
door on all four legs. Unlike Lilo he completely knocked Pleakly to the ground. “Why do I even bother...”
Pleakly mumbled.

Jumba, Jumba, Jumba.” Lilo continued until Jumba finally looked up from his invention. “Vat is it little
girl?” He asked. “I have much work to be finishing.”

“Jumba I got bad news. Gantu and 625 are going to Nowhere Kan...” She was cut off by Pleakly who
instantly said. “Nowhere what do you mean? There already going nowhere.”

“I wasn’t finished.” Lilo said rudely giving Pleakly an annoyed look. “Now I’ll continue, but no more
interruptions.”

“Right, right little girl, just get on with it.” Jumba said.

“Alright, we saw Gantu at the air port getting on a plane. He said he was going to Nowhere Kansas to
find experiment 600. We need to go to this Nowhere place soon before he captures 600.”

“I am thinking that not such a good idea. Experiment 600 was my first attempt at the 600 series of
experiments. As you know the 600 series are my most powerful and dangerous experiments and I went
a little too overboard with my first 600 series experiment. I gave him extreme speed and agility, night
vison, super eye sight that can focus in and out, he can scale walls with his claws, he can virtually cut
through even the hardest substances in the universe, his claws retract into his arms, he is bullet and fire
proof like 626, and has a very bad temper.” Jumba said showing Lilo the experiment log so she could
see 600 for herself.

“As you can see I made 600 a lot like 626, almost a prototype.”

“Why is it such a bad idea to go and get him?.” Lilo asked reading the experiment file.

Very powerful experiment.” Jumba said “Like I said before I went a little too overboard with him. We



should just let Gantu get him there is no ‘One True Place’ for 600.”

“Naga!” Stitch yelled.

This had made everyone jump after how quite he had been the last few minutes

“Always one true place for cousins even if have bad temper!” Stitch said. “Stitch was bad but Stitch
found one true place with Lilo.”

Jumba sighed as though he didn’t want to go anywhere near 600 and said. “I designed 600 with one
weakness. I tried improved this weakness on 600 out of my excitement to finally reach my 600
experiment but it still ended out as a very bad weak spot.”

“What’s his weak spot?.” Lilo asked closing the experiment log. “His own claws...” Jumba mumbled.
“His steel claws would wear down after using them a great deal of time. They would some times even
crack off after getting to dull. I fixed this by making his steel claws work just like normal finger nail. They
grow just like normal nails if they are cracked off it takes weeks to grow back making him helpless until
then. Another problem is if he doesn’t use them alot they continue to grow until they become painful or
too heave to carry around. This causes him an annoying itch like feeling so he go’s into crazy fits of
slashing and anger when the claws grow to big making him even more dangerous and his temper is
awful if he doesn’t get his way.” Jumba shivered as though he had, had a bad experience.

“Using these weaknesses we round up a few experiments, Taunt him into a rage, Fight him until his
claws wear down and then get him away from Gantu.” Jumba said

Lilo jumped up at hearing this. “I’ll go find the experiments just tell me which ones!”

“This is not going to be easy. 600 can cut through just about anything. It may be hard to cut down his
claws.” Jumba said.

“This should be no problem, right Stitch?” Lilo said. “Ih.” Stitch replied. He was happy to know a new
cousin was about to join there ohana no matter how dangerous he may be.

“Now then.” Jumba said. “You must go find Splodyhead, Slushy, Yaarp, Sparky, and Finder. They may
be are only hope of catching 600 without causing a lot of damage to this Nowhere place...Of course an
evil genies such as my self would love to see 600 do a little damage.” Lilo sighed at Jumba’s last
comment there was just no changing an evil genus.

“Mega look for cousins.” Stitch said. “And Lilo find plane.”

“Uh oh, where are we going to get the money for plane tickets?” Lilo asked “Don’t be worrying little
girl.” Jumba said reassuringly. “Leave plane tickets to Jumba.” That only made Lilo worry more about
what Jumba was going to do.

“Lets go Stitch.” She said as they bounded off to find the other experiments in hopes of caching one of
Jumba’s most powerful creations.



Back In Nowhere...

Courage woke up to the sound of the newscasters voice. At first he wouldn’t have cared that the TV
was on but then he noticed that he was talking about a great deal of vandalism that was occurring in
Nowhere.

He felt his heart begin to race as he opened his eyes and gazed upon the black and white TV. As always
the newscasters was excited as ever as he gave the report on what happened

“It seems that all through last night a strange monster began to vandalize the city. Cars sliced to pieces,
Windows smashed, Garbage cans with large holes in them and that’s just the start of it. Car wheels
slashed, street lamps polls sliced off, Even people who were driving there cars got the front of them
smashed and they never even got to see who did it. Only one lone picture was taken of this speedy little
creature and even then it was to fast to get a clear shot.”

Courage gasped as a dark picture of a little dog like figure appeared on the screen. The claws and the
large ears were unmistakable and those eyes that seemed to glow in the darkness...It was in every case
600.

He quickly rushed into kitchen to check if Muriel was safe. She and Eustace were in there normal places
and Slash was on the floor, on all fours eating some dog food.

600 looked tired, he must have been up all night to be that tired and he looked very dirty too. “So much
for Slash being a good dog.” Courage thought.

He instantly noticed that one of Slashes claws was cracked. “So Slash may have a weakness.” He
thought. His claws may not be as powerful as they seem...Maybe I could get rid of thoughs claws...”

Courage couldn’t help but smile an evil grin as he thought of all the possible ways he could get rid of
Slashes claws. But then again what if he couldn’t get rid of the claws...then Slash would tear him to
pieces for even trying to exploit his only weakness...

End Chapter 4



5 - 625 VS Computer! (Obsessed Fan Girl Scream)

Chapter 5

625 VS Computer! (Obsessed Fan Girl Scream)

Lilo smiled proudly, she had found all the experiments Jumba needed. Now the only problem was the
tickets that Jumba was suppose to get.

Finding the experiments had been a lot harder than she and Stitch had thought. They were all at a party
on Gantu’s ship and to make things worse they didn’t want to leave it. Thankfully Slushy reminded
them that they owe Lilo for saving them from Gantu.

Slushy and Finder where the only two experiments that seemed to have put there work before the party.
It surprised Lilo that Slushy wasn’t even going to it. Both Slushy and Finder seemed to be some of the
most trustworthy experiments along with Stitch.

“So you guys must have never been on a plane before have you?” She asked.

“Naga.” They all said at once even Stitch.

“It’ll be ok and I bet you guys will have fun too!” She said even though the only flying thing she had
ever ridden in before was a space ship and that must have been ten times faster than a plane.

“But I bet we would have more fun at the party.” Splodyhead said with a sigh.

“Naga, Cousins come first.” Slushy said.

“Ih.” Stitch and Finder replied.

“But I’ve seen 600.” Sparky said. “I saw him back in the lab. He was terrible and crazy he can’t even
be an experiment, he’s a monster.”

“Yea lets go back to the party and leave Gantu to 600 wrath.” Splodyhead said.

“Naga, all cousins have one true place no matter how evil they may seem. Stitch said. “Mega bad.
Mega very, very bad like 600 but Mega change thanks to Lilo. Mega is like 600 in many ways and 600
can become good just like Stitch.”

“That’s right!” Lilo said backing him up

“Right!” Slushy and Finder said as well.

“Whatever you guys say...” Mumbled Splodyhead



Finally after rounding up Yaarp they headed back to the house. To there surprise Jumba somehow got
the tickets!

“Little girl must be getting ready now. Plane leaves in hour.” Jumba said

“But how are we going to hide the experiments?” Lilo asked

“Uh...I’m not knowing.” Jumba said scratching his head “Thought little girl had everything planed out.”

“Uh oh...” Lilo said looking over at the experiments wondering how she was going to get them onto the
plane.

Just then Pleakly lit up and jumped forward. “I will make you guys the best experiment hidden as human
clothes ever!” He said as he began to shuffle around the room looking for his sewing stuff.

“Must be hurrying one eyed one we only have hour.” Jumba said as Pleakly began to take notes on the
experiments size and what there best looking style of clothes could be.

Back to Gantu and 625...

Gantu looked around at the never ending outskirts of Nowhere as he and 625 got off the plane. He knew
instantly that he was never going to find 600 in this place.

“Can I just have a little good luck for once!” He thought, even though the abomination and the little girl
weren’t here to stop him he still wasn’t going to find a trog in this never ending wasteland.

“Great, first I lose my sandwiches and now I get to fry in the middle of nowhere...” 625 said as he
flopped forward onto the ground. “Why did I ever come to this place with you fish sticks...” He mumbled.
As 625 complained about the heat Gantu was worrying about how he was going to get the experiment
without a capture container or plasma gun.

“Maybe we should just go back.” 625 said as his fur began to itch from sticking to his sweaty body. He
began scratch himself in a furry but the itch never seemed to go away.

“No I will never leave until I get that experiment!” Gantu yelled turning back to 625. “A (Former) captain
never gives up!”

“Whatever you say blubber head...but if you turn into real fish sticks because you fry in this hot sun
don’t come crying to me!” 625 said hauling himself up off the ground again.

Gantu gritted his teeth angrily and forced back the urge to punch 625 into the ground

Nowhere looked like a town from the old west, Gantu of course barley knew what the old west was to
begin with. He took the time to look around a bit and see the shops and ask for information about
abnormal things that usually happen around Nowhere to his luck he found that a strange creature with
large claws had attack the town last night.



625 had wondered off a few times as Gantu looked around and to 625's dismay he almost got his fur
completely shaved off when some freaky guy with a big crazy, smile known as Fred lured him into his air
condition barber shop. Thankfully Gantu had dragged him before Fred could do any harm and now he
stayed as close to Gantu as possible.

“Where are we going?” He asked as Gantu began to walk into the outskirts which was even hotter than
the town.

“We’ve looked everywhere in town for 600 and we still haven’t found him or even seen a glimps of him.
I got some info that there is an old farmhouse out in the outskirts of Nowhere with an old married couple
living there.” Gantu said.

“So...” 625 said.

“It the only place we haven’t looked yet and It’s a perfect place for the abomination to hide.” He said
clenching his fists with both anger and happiness.

“Aww!” 625 whined at the thought of more walking and no lunch. Besides what if there are more
lunatics like that Freaky Fred guy. “Get over it!” Gantu yelled. “They wouldn’t dare to harm me!”

“Yea whatever...” 625 mumbled.

“Hey!” Came a voice from behind him and Gantu.

They both turned at the same time to see who had just called them.

“What?” Gantu said angrily as he overlooked a large rat with a dark red shirt on.

“You tourists?” he said too the both of them.

“What’s it to you?” 625 asked

“The names Charley.” The rat said “And you’s two’s better be looking out for yourself. Many tourist
have been disappearing, in fact twenty have gone missing just this week. I don’t knows about you two’s
but you better be carful about what ya do. If I were you I wouldn’t go out there almost all of them tourist
disappear out there.”

Right, whatever...” Gantu mumbled as he continued to walk towards Courage’s house ignoring
Charley...

Back at Courage’s house...

Courage slowly got closer to Slash to get a better look at the crack in his claw. Slash seemed so tired
that he didn’t even notice Courage was getting closer to him.

Courage slowly stuck a finger out at Slashes claw even though that was a very stupid idea. The very



second it made contact with the claw Slash jumped up on his two legs and began to howl with pain.

“Courage!” Muriel yelled “How dare you harm poor Slash just because you don’t like him!”

She picked up Slash and began to stroke him down his back just the way he liked it but it didn’t seem to
help. “Out!” She yelled. Courage couldn’t believe what he was hearing!

“Out now!” She yelled again.

He whimpered softly as he left threw the back door knowing Muriel didn’t love him anymore. He wished
Slash would go away forever, he wished Slash had never come here in the first place...

Despite his deep loneliness he snuck up to the kitchen window and peered inside to keep an eye on
Muriel. Knowing what Slash had done to the town last night he knew he was up to
something...something bad.

Eustace apparently enjoyed knowing Courage was gone because he had left the kitchen and was now in
the living room dancing around and singing about how the stupid dog is finally gone.

Muriel was telling 600 how dirty he was and that he needed a bath. 600 didn’t know what a bath was of
course but he still didn’t doubt her of what it was.

As Muriel was getting the bath ready Courage took the time to dig up a ladder he had used a long time
ago. 600 was just about to be put in the bathtub as he climbed up it.

“Ok here you go.” Muriel said as she placed him in the hot water. Slash either didn’t like water or it was
simply to hot. Without question his eyes widened as if he was getting put into hot lava and he
outstretched his claws. With one slash he tore the bath tub in half. Muriel screamed as a large chunk of
bathtub was flung at her hitting her in the head and knocking her out.

Slash howled with furry as he began to destroy everything within the bathroom. Courage on the other
hand screamed with fear as 600 raced down the hall breaking everything in sight.

Near seconds later Eustace’s cry’s for help could be heard from down stairs as many noises of things
smashing and shattering began to occur.

Courage opened the window and bolted down the hall, heading for the attic. Once he got there he
locked the door and placed every thing he could find in the room and piled it up around it even though it
wouldn’t help if Slash decided that he wanted to destroy the attic in his rage.

He hopped onto the computer chair and began to type, he needed help and fast...

Back with Gantu and 625...

Gantu knew that 600 had to be at the farm house that now was standing before him. It was easy to tell
the abomination was there thanks to the truck that looked more like a jigsaw puzzle than an old rundown
truck. He smiled as he took a few steps forward... so close to victory.



“Ok 625, this is how were going to do it.” Gantu said to 625. “I’m going to throw you through the attic
window and your going to flush 600 out with your super strength. Once’s he’s out I’ll stomp on him
with my foot and hopefully knock him out.”

“Hey G just one thing I don’t use...” 625 said but he didn’t get to finish because Gantu already had him
in his hands ready to launch him at the window.

“G wait!” 625 screamed.

“You’ll do as I say!” Gantu growled as he threw 625 like a football at the attic window.

Back in the attic...

“Help! Help! Evil dog destroying house! Help!” Courage typed as his breathing began to increase
drastically.

“Really, your still on this whole evil dog thing?” Computer said as though he didn’t care at all which he
probably didn’t anyway.

“Yes! Help please hurry!” He typed

“Do you actually think I can do something about an evil demonic dog. I...” He was cut off as something
suddenly crashed through the glass of the window.

Courage screamed when he noticed the thing that had crashed through the window looked like a tan,
fat, clawless version of Slash.

“What freaky accident did you come from?” Computer asked rudely.

“I’m not a freaky accident.” 625 said as he slowly got up, recovering from the throw.

Courage screamed again when he saw that this creature could talk.

“Well you sure look like one!” Computer joked.

“I do not!”

“Do to!”

“Do not!”

“Do to!”

“Do not!”

“Do to!”



“Do not!”

“Do to!”

“Do not!”

“Do to!”

“Do not!”

“Do to!”

“Do not!”

“Do to!”

“Do Not!”

“Would you two stop!” Courage finally screamed.

“NO!” Both of them yell.

“I may be a freaky accident but at least I’m not the son of Frankenstein!” 625 yells

“I’m not a son of anything. I’m a highly intelligent artificial being capable of much smarter, faster and
intelligent thoughts than any living thing on the planet and mostly smarter than you!” Computer replies

“Ha! The AI’s from where I come from are much smarter than you in every way.” 625 says

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

Courage sighs not even bothering...



“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“Are not!”

“Are too!”

“I can do this all night!” 625 says.

“Bring it on! I don’t have to breath!” Computer says back.

They were about to start at it again when a deep voice boomed through the attic. “625 did you get 600
yet.” Courage just then looked over and saw the fish like creature that was looking through the
window...and he screamed loud and hard.

“Would you shut up!” Both computer and 625 yell at the same time.

“Did you get 600 or not!” Gantu yells.

“What do you think!” 625 shouts back.

It was just then when 600 bolted out the front door right under Gantu’s legs. He apparently ran out of
things to destroy and was trying to find more. “Get back here trog!” Gantu yells chasing after the
enraged experiment.

“Hey Ganny what about me!” 625 yells as Gantu disappears in the horizon.

Courage then realizes that this creature known as 625 could and was going to answer all his questions
about 600. Cracking his knuckles he slowly begins to descend upon 625...

625 turns and only gets to mutter a soft. “Uh oh...”

End Chapter 5



6 - 625 VS Courage The Cowardly Dog

Chapter 6

625 VS Courage The Cowardly Dog

625 just barley got a chance to mumble “Uh Oh...” As Courage leap into the air in an attempt to tackle
him down.

With the speed of an average (But lazy) experiment 625 ducked just in time to avoid the flying dog.
Without another second to spare he took off down the hall in hopes of escaping the small but dangerous
dog.

Courage was thankfully faster than a hungry 625 and caught up to him in no time. He lunged at him
again and caught him half way down the stairs.

625 lost his footing on a stair when the pink dog tackled him. The next thing he knew was that he was
face first on the floor at the bottom of the stairs with a small pick dog trying to hold him down.

Frustrated with this little fight they where having, 625 picked Courage up with what little super strength
he had and flung him at the wall. To his surprise he had actually used enough strength to make a
Courage shaped hole in the wall. He smiled proudly at his sudden burst of strength but it didn’t last long
because Courage had already recovered and was getting back up.

“How do you do that!” 625 shouted. His only hope of escaping the near immortal dog was too retreat
into the closet that was behind Muriel’s chair. (It randomly appears in episodes) Courage sighed as he
heard the lock click as 625 locked himself into the closet.

“You have to come out sooner or later!” He called to 625.

“And you need to sleep sooner or later!” 625 yelled back.

Knowing that 625 wasn’t going anywhere anytime soon Courage went down into the basement and
grabbed some rope for whenever 625 decided to come out. He then pulled Eustace big red chair up to
the closet door and sat down to wait.

It was then when Courage noticed that Slash hadn’t really done any damage to the house. A few things
where toppled over here and there and Eustace was knocked out on the floor but it looked like Slash
hadn’t used his claws at all. Maybe it hurt him to much to use his claws when one was broken whatever
it was he would soon know once he caught 625.

Courage decided to make himself lunch after an hour or so passed. He keep a constant eye on the
closet door as he made a peanut butter jelly sandwich and kept the rope closely by. He couldn’t help
but wonder when Muriel would wake up. What would she think about all this and if she would still favor



Slash over him? He didn’t really want to know but he was glad that Slash was gone for now.

He sat back down in the chair with the PBJ and rope. He was about to begin munching on the sandwich
when surprisingly 625 opened the door and in a near zombie like trance he walked out mumbling
“...Sssaaannndddwwwiiiccchhh...” Courage dropped the sandwich to the floor in shock and to his
surprise 625 dive onto it.

625 just got barley got it into his mouth when Courage snatched it back and tied the rope around him.

It took some time but Courage soon had 625 tied up to the bed in the attic. The whole time 625 wouldn’t
stop talking about the sandwich Courage was using to keep him from running away. Finally Courage
was ready to interrogate the experiment.

“Tell me what’s going on here and who are you guys?” He asked.

“Im not telling you anything.” 625 said turning away. Courage opened his mouth and threaded to eat the
sandwich.

“No! NO! I’ll tell you everything just don’t eat the poor sandwich who deserves a better mouth to chew
it.” 625 said as his eyes followed the movement of the sandwich.

“Alright tell me then.” Courage said slyly.

“Well, to tell you everything I have to go way, way back to the beginning of the story so that you
understand everything ok?” 625 said.

“Fine.” Courage said

“Let me guess there really was life on Mars and the aliens loved sandwich’s so much they came to
earth to get a sample its bread...” Computer said in the background.

“Well you got the from space thing right.” 625 said. “I am an alien to start with, well at least on this
planet I am but from where I come from im an illegal genetic experimentation.” He said proudly.

“You mean your from a different planet!” Courage gasped.

“Well where I come from Earth is considered to be a backwater planet that is inhabited with brain dead
creatures.” 625 said.

“Star Wars right?” Computer said.

“Trust me its nothing like that.” 625 replied.

“But your illegal why is that?” Courage asked.

“Let me start from the beginning.” 625 said. “A guy named Doctor Jumba Jokeba (A/N: I think that’s
right?) Made 626 experiments to reek havoc across space each with there own destructive ability.



His 626th experiment was his greatest creation although I would have been his best creation if he
hadn’t made 626 because I have his same abilities. Jumba was jailed after 626 reek havoc on a planet
called Turo one of the main and most populated planets.

626 was sentenced to exile on an asteroid but he escaped to earth and landed in Hawaii. He met a little
girl named Lilo who somehow changed him to good even after how destructive he was.

Jumba was let out of prison to capture 626 who was now called Stitch with some weird Earth Expert
called Pleakly. They both failed to stop Lilo and Stitch so Gantu that big fish guy you saw was sent out
instead. He too failed but the people you sentence Stitch soon saw that he was changed and exiled him
to Earth with Lilo.

Gantu was fired from his job and Jumba and Pleakly where kept on Earth to make sure Stitch didn’t go
bad again. After a while Gantu got a new job with this rodent called Hamstervil who wants to rule the
galaxy with the experiments. Gantu was sent to capture the 625 experiments that where dehydrated
inside a capsule. Lilo and Stitch stopped him but the experiments that where dehydrated in pods where
scattered across Hawaii.

Now they try to get the experiments and turn them to good before Gantu does. Gantu is normally to
clumsy to get any of the experiments but he has captured a few of them. Im not sure what Hamstervil
does with the experiments considering he’s in jail. I even heard he tortures them for no reason at all
which sounds pretty bad.

Anyway I’m not sure how 600 got off of Hawaii but I do know that Lilo doesn’t know there is an
experiment here.”

Courage didn’t have a clue how to handle all this info he was getting... maybe scream would help but
then again he wanted to know more. “So...So 600 is a...a ...mutated monster from outer space!” He
stammered.

“Hey I don’t like being called a monster and I doubt 600 wouldn’t like it ether!” 625 said “And when
are you going to give me that sandwich.”

“600's even worse than I thought...but with this Gantu guy around he’ll get captured soon...so I don’t
have anything to worry about.” Courage thought.

“Hey give me the sandwich!” 625 yelled pulling Courage out of his thoughts.

“Fine, but one more thing. What if Stitch and Lilo come here?” Courage asked.

“They won’t trust me. There is no way they could have found out about 600.” 625 said as Courage put
the sandwich into his mouth thanks to the fact 625 was tied up.

After 625 swallowed the sandwich whole he asked. “Are you going to let me out of here?”

“Your like 600 you must have a destructive power too I can’t let you go. Well not until this Gantu guy



gets here to take you guys back to Hawaii.” Courage said.

“But what if Gantu doesn’t capture 600?” 625 asked.

“What do you mean? You said that those others aren’t here to stop him!” Courage said feeling a
terrible amount of fear knowing that 600 could come back to live here again.

“Well Gantu isn’t that good at catching experiments...” 625 said.

“That means I’ll have to put up with 600 for the rest of my life!” Courage screamed.

“Maybe not.” 625 said. “You should contact Lilo and tell her about 600. She willcome you can trust me
on that.”

“How do I contact her?” Courage asked

“It’s simple...I just happen to know her E-mail address.” 625 said “But you need to untie me first.”

Courage untied 625 but kept a close eye on him as he typed an E-mail to this Lilo kid. 625 only stopped
a few times to ask Courage what his house address was.

“So you don’t mind giving up an experiment to this person?” Computer asked. He must have heard
everything too.

“It doesn’t matter both ways around. Gantu is losing to 626 and the rest of the experiments. There is no
way he could ever win against them now...but he still try’s anyway.” 625 said with a sigh.

Courage sighed too knowing that this was going to be a long day or even worse a longer week...

End Chapter
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Chapter 7

A Missing Slash And Snarling Sandwich’s

Gantu sighed meekly as he sat down on a bench near the local restaurant. He had lost both 600 and
625 who had disappeared while he had chased around 600.

“What do I do now!” Gantu yelled up into the sky.

He groaned softly at his constant bad luck...

“Hey where’s that other guy?” Came a voice from behind Gantu.

“What do you want?” Gantu grumbled to Charley.

“Ah he musta disappeared to.” Charley said giving Gantu a ‘I told you so look’.

“That can’t be true...” Gantu mumbled.

“I would just give up and leave and forget about your friend. Your never gona find him again.” Charley
said.

“I...I can’t leave not without 600. Can’t anything work out for me just once!” Gantu thought. “And even
worse some tourist kidnaper got 625.”

Gantu sighed as he got back up. “I need to find 600.” He said “I must!”

Back In Hawaii...

Lilo sighed looking at the style of clothes Pleakly pick out for the experiments.

“Well at least it will hid them good enough while we’re on the plane...” She thought

“Well lets get going.” She said out loud “We’ll see you in a few days Pleakly!” She yelled to him
walking out of the room.

“Where do you think your going without me!” Pleakly yelled. “Your going to need a proper adult to
come with you not this evil genus over here!”

“I can take good care of little girl without noodle brain!” Jumba said angrily.

“Yea like the time you almost let her eat rotten sausage!” Pleakly yelled



“It tasted fine to me!” Jumba fought back.

“Yea but it was evil just like you!” Pleakly yelled even louder

“So what we made good allies before 626 ate him.” Jumba grumbled

“I’m coming with and that’s that!” Pleakly said walking out of the room.

“Well lets go.” Lilo said again as the experiments trailed out of the room after Pleaky.

“Wait little girl.” Jumba said. “Take look at this.”

He moved his computer monitor over so that Lilo could see what was on the screen.

“625 sent us an E-mail?” She wondered after reading a bit of it.

“Ah so that’s where Slash was.” Jumba said softly as he read it himself. “Well we better hurry before
he causes anymore damage.”

“Lets get going.” Lilo repeated for the third time “And print that out so we know where to go once we
get to Nowhere.”

“We can just use Finder.” Jumba said.

“Fine lets just go now!” Lilo said.

The plane takeoff had been horrible. The experiments freaked out the second the plane started moving
and then they all complained when there ears popped.

Lilo hadn’t liked the ear popping thing either she was half deaf for a good hour or so and then once it
got better she was left with a bad headache.

Even now the ride to Nowhere was taking way to long they had already been sitting for almost two hours
and the experiments weren’t too happy about it. Splodyhead had even tried to start a fight with Sparky
which was ended quietly thanks to Slushy and Finder.

Lilo sighed hoping they would hurry up and get to Nowhere faster.

“I think I should have used Jumba’s ship...if it still worked.” She thought resting her head on the side of
the seat to gaze out at America.

Back With Courage...

After tying 625 back up Courage headed to the bathroom to see of Muriel had woken up again and to his
luck she was just waking up when he entered the room.



“C...Courage what happened?” Muriel asked gazing at the bathtub.

Courage began to babble about Slash but as always it sounded like nonsense to Muriel it sounded.
Thankfully her memory returned and almost instantly yelled “Well I never! Slash is no longer welcome
here ever again!”

“YAY!” Courage yelled launching himself onto Muriel’s lap.

“I guess I should apologize for saying those things about you Courage but I thought Slash was a good
dog...I guess he was not.” Muriel said stroking Courage.

“Well we had better tidy up a bit.” Muriel said after a few minutes of hard core stroking.

Courage helped Muriel clean the house which wasn’t too hard thanks to Slash’s lack of using his
claws. Eustace soon woke up but was disgusted to know Courage was staying now and after cleaning
Muriel made some kind of a soup that Courage loved except for the vinegar after that he headed to the
attic. He was planning on sleeping up there to make sure that if the fish thing came back he would know.

Once he got up there he found 625 fighting with the computer again this time it was over who could
make the best sarcastic remarks. Courage placed a blanket onto the floor and closed his eyes to sleep
but the constant fighting of the two was driving him crazy.

Finally around one in the morning Courage shut his computer off hoping that 625 would shut up sadly it
didn’t work out that way. He now began to blabber about how he got sick after eating a green sandwich
that was in the back of his fridge. He soon told Courage never to eat anything that’s greenish yellow
and at the back of the fridge and snarls when you touch it.

Courage sighed knowing he wasn’t going to be getting any sleep tonight 625 wasn’t going to let him...

End Chapter



8 - Courage Meets Lilo And Stitch

Chapter 8

Courage Meets Lilo And Stitch

Lilo and Stitch were the first to exit the airport and what they saw shocked them. As far as they could
see was all simply flat dry ground nothing was off in the horizon except a blue sky. There was of course
The Town Of Nowhere which wasn’t too far off from the airport it could be seen quite easily off in the
distance.

“Well shall we be going?” Jumba asked. Both he and Pleakly didn’t seem to care that Nowhere
seemed to go on forever.

“Isn’t that cool?” Lilo asked pointing off into the never ending distance.

“Eh looks like a planet Jumba was on once.” Jumba said as though he had seen this scenery a hundred
times.

“Yep seen this before. Nothing to great.” Pleakly said as well.

“Well we had better get to this address soon, who knows when 600 plans to strike again” Jumba said
looking at the paper that held Courage’s address.

“Finder can you find this house for us.” Lilo said snatching the paper from Jumba’s hands and showing
it to Finder.

Finder stared at the paper for a few seconds. He smiled and pointed in a certain direction. He gave the
usual honk and began to walk off in the direction he was pointing at.

“Mega ready to kick some Gantu butt!” Stitch said.

“Wait until the time comes 626. We must be finding house first.” Jumba said.

“Yea where is that big dummy anyway?” Lilo asked.

“Lets not worry about him right now.” Pleakly said. “We’ll be forced to worry about later anyways.”

“I hope not...” Lilo said softly.

Back at the house...

Courage didn’t know how he had fallen asleep last night it seemed as though 625 never ran out of
things to say. He yawned softly as he waited for the blood to return into the arm he had been sleeping



on.

“Note to self: Never sleep on attic floor ever again!” He thought once he noticed how stiff his body had
become. He slowly looked over at bed but to his horror 625 wasn’t there. He was completely gone it
looked as though he had wiggled out of the rope some how.

Courage sighed knowing he had let his only connection to Slash disappear. He slowly descend the stairs
down to the living room feeling to tired to care about anything at the moment not even 625. It felt good
that Slash was gone now. Courage wasn’t being forced to feel like a nervous wreck all the time now that
he was gone and even better Muriel loved him again!

He walked past Eustace who was once again mumbling about how Courage should be kicked out of the
house for being stupid. He ignored it as he made his way into the kitchen where Muriel was making
pancakes and humming softly. It was as though Slash had never been here and that only made Courage
happier.

“Don’t worry Courage I’ll have the pancakes done soon.” Muriel said.

Courage nodded as he trotted over to his bowl on all fours. He couldn’t be happier with Slash gone
now. “I’ll never have to worry about evil dogs ever again!” He thought. “It was almost like a bad dream!
I wake up today and it’s as if everything with Slash never happened! Everything is back to normal! Even
625 is gone!”

Courage knew he would never have to think about Slash ever again and there was nothing to make
Slash ever come back again. With Gantu and Lilo going after him there would be no way he’d ever
come back here again. Slash was completely out of his life now and forever, life would be normal
again...normal as everyday would be until a monster attack. “That’s it!” Courage thought. “He was just
another monster! He is just another bad memory of a villain or monster. He’s memory will go away just
like the rest of them!”

“Good bye 600! Forever!” He said out loud. “I’m never going to think about you again!” Too bad a
knock on the door changed all that...

“Get the door you stupid dog!” Came Eustace’s voice from the living room.

Sighing Courage walked through the living room to the door, ignoring Eustace’s usual mumbles about
how stupid he is. He carelessly reached up and turned the nob...

“Hello I’m doctor Jumba Jookiba... Eh...Is something wrong?...”

“AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!”

“Stupid dog shut up!” Eustace yelled folding up his paper. “What the! Who are you guys?” He asked.

“Like I said I’m doctor Jumba Jookiba and this is Lilo, Stitch and Pleakly.”



“Your name is Jumbo?” Eustace asked looking at the very odd group of humans and aliens. “Wait a
minute that thing looks like that run over dog!” He suddenly yelled

“That run over dog is 600 and we’ve come to retrieve him.” Jumba said.

“You guys own that creepy dog! Well you just missed him a day ago and I think you freaks need to get
away too!” Eustace said.

“Are you the one who sent that E-mail?” Lilo asked from the background.

“Nope, haven’t sent any E-mails and not to a bunch of weirdos with run over dogs.” Eustace said
impatiently. He just wanted to get back to his newspaper.

Courage was still standing there paralyzed with fright. The Jumba guy was too large to be human,
Pleakly looked like some cross dressing cyclops and Stitch looked like a less dangerous version of
Slash. “Well they must be the right people. They do look like aliens.” He shakily thought.

“Eustace who’s at the door?” Muriel asked walking out of the kitchen.

“Just a bunch of freaks!” Eustace said looking over at her.

“Oh my Slash!” She said looking at Stitch.

“You named him Slash!” Lilo said. “But I was going to name him Clawer!" (A/N: Figures...)

“That can’t be Slash he doesn’t have any claws...” Muriel said sadly. “You people should know about
if you have a dog like him.” She said cheering up

“Of course I know him I made him!” Jumba said a bit offended.

“You made a dog?” She asked.

“Well it’s long story...” Jumba began but was interrupted by Lilo

“Aren’t you the person who sent that E-mail?” Lilo asked. “Isn’t 625 here?”

“I didn’t send an E-mail...what’s going on here? How do you know Slash?” Muriel asked.

Courage suddenly cleared his throat to get everyone’s attention.

“Are you the one who sent the E-mail?” Lilo asked.

“Impossible! Earth dogs have brain the size of peanut he could not have sent an E-mail!” Jumba
outburst.

“But I did!” Courage said.



“Wait that dog can talk!” Jumba said.

“Courage didn’t just talk.” Muriel said. “He just made some funny noises, he does it a lot. It’s best to
just ignore it most of the time.”

“But I heard him too.” Lilo said.

“Ih.” Stitch said too.

“But I...I’ve never heard him talk before...” Muriel said.

“You freaks are just hearing things!” Eustace said. “Why don’t you take your run over dog back to
wherever you came from!”

“Eustace! These people know something about Slash and they can hear Courage talk as if he knew
English. I think its best we let them explain what’s going on.”

“No freaks are coming in my house!” Eustace yelled.

“Come on, Let us in! We don’t bite...well 626 does...” Jumba said chuckling.

“Well...whatever...” Eustace mumbled after remembering what 600 did to his truck and that other blue
dog could probably do something worse.

“Well then! I you can come in now.” Muriel said.

Jumba and Lilo where the first inside. On the other hand Pleakly was rambling on about how rude it is to
invade people’s homes even if they where invited in. Stitch was telling his cousins how to behave when
your in someone’s house even though he didn’t know that much about how to behave ether. After
dragging Pleakly in Jumba introduced the other experiments and then got ready to tell Muriel what Slash
really was.

“More freaks in the house!” Eustace yelled seeing the other experiments. “This isn’t a hotel!”

“Please tell me about Slash and why you understand Courage.” Muriel said sitting down.

“I do not know why you can’t understand him. If little girl can understand him then you should be able to
too.” Jumba said.

Courage didn’t understand it ether. He knew that no one in Nowhere seemed to understand him. Why
could these people do so?

Courage sat down in Muriel’s lap as Jumba began to tell her how he created Stitch and the other 625
experiments. Once Jumba was finished Lilo told her about how they capture the cousins and turn them
to good and Stitch liked to add in sound effects every once and awhile. Even Eustace put down his
paper to listen to the story.



“Oh my!” Was all Muriel could stutter once they were finished. “Slash really was dangerous! Even more
than I thought!”

“Told ya he was a freak!” Eustace said picking his paper back up.

“And your all aliens!” Muriel said pointing at Stitch. “I’m talking to real aliens!”

“They may be aliens but they’re just like humans...well sort of...” Lilo said.

“Its no wonder you can understand what Courage says.” Muriel said looking down at her small, pink
dog.

“But I’m a human and I can understand him.” Lilo said.

“Courage why aren’t you surprised about them being aliens?” Muriel asked mostly to see if she could
understand him.

“I already had someone tell me before.” He said very clearly hoping Muriel could understand.

“I’m sorry, but I didn’t understand what you said Courage...” She said losing hope that she could
communicate with her dog.

“Well I heard him!” Lilo said.

“Ih.” Stitch said as well.

Muriel sighed with a bit of frustration. “All this time you could have been saying something important to
me and I never would have never heard!”

“Isn’t that a surprise...” Courage mumbled sarcastically.

“Um little dog...Is 625 still here?” Jumba asked changing the subject.

“No not anymore. I had him tied up but he somehow got away.” Courage said.

“That is not good ...Gantu could have caught 600.” Jumba sighed.

“You guys can get rid of 600 can’t you?” Courage asked.

“Not is big dummy gets him first.” Jumba said.

“Well if you need to stay the night I’m sure I can find room for you and these cute little experiments.”
Muriel said making all the experiments smile proudly.

“We are most likely going to need place to stay for night but first we need to go experiment hunting isn’t
that right little girl?” Jumba asked Lilo.



“Aww can’t we catch Slash tomorrow?” Lilo asked. She was interested in finding out more about this
family and why Courage could talk.

“Hold it! Hold everything!” Pleakly suddenly yelled. “We are not going to invade this home any longer
than need be! We are not going to put a burden on this family! We are going to get that little monster and
get out of here before 626 does something to make the house fall down!”

“Well I don’t mind company and besides you guys are trying to keep Slash away from this
Hamsterwheel person.” Muriel said. (Insert Hamstervile’s voice here: It’s Hamstervile! Vile! Get it right
you tubby earth creature that I will incinerate once I rule the galaxy!) “I also have some new vinegar
recipes I’ve been dying to try!”

“Vinegar! You like to cook too!” Pleakly said leaping up.

“Of course! You like to cook too! You must help me make dinner!” Muriel said to Pleakly. “You’d be
surprised how much vinegar helps make food taste better. You’d love it!”

“Vinegar makes food better? Fascinating!” Pleakly said. “Lead me to your cook books!”

“Come on into the kitchen and I’ll show you them.” Muriel said as Pleakly began to tell her about some
of his recipes.

Once Pleaky and Muriel where gone Jumba decided that it would be a good time to go experiment
hunting. That way Pleakly would be gone and wouldn’t get in the way.

“Well lets be going while Pleakly is gone and even better we’ll be back for a nice supper...If one eyed
noodle doesn’t burn it of course.” Jumba said remembering the time he ate Pleakly’s mystery meat.

“Hey Courage would you like to come with us?” Lilo asked kneeling down next to him. Courage nodded
as a reply.

Even though he hated 600 he wanted to know why Lilo and the others could understand him.

“Lets go capture an experiment!” Lilo yelled.

End Chapter 8



9 - Getting After Slash

Chapter 9

Getting After Slash

Slash sighed deeply, He felt terrible for freaking out again and causing more damage for Muriel. He also
didn’t like the fact that some large fish alien had been chasing him around for hours now. He had gotten
lucky when the fish guy got tired of chase him around and stopped after awhile.

After escaping the fish guy, Slash had quickly hid on one of the buildings roofs somewhere in Nowhere.
As luck would have it, Gantu wasn’t tall enough to see over the building or much less find Slash no
matter where he would have hid from him.

Slash sighed again knowing he had nowhere to go. More or less he didn’t feel like destroying anything
anymore or tormenting and hurting other people.

“Mega want Muril.” He sighed. “Mega want to be good...but Mega don’t know how to...”

He clenched his fists in anger and suppressed his urge to go into another fit of rage. When he had done
a bit of damage in Nowhere last night he began to realized that destroying things just wasn’t as fun
anymore. If only he wouldn’t go into a rage every time he got angry or frightened.

“Mega want a home...” He whispered curling up into a ball. “Mega want Muril...”

“600!” Came a voice from down on the street causing him to uncurl from a ball.

“Gaba?” He asked.

“Slash!” Came another voice from down on the street.

“Know my name?” Slash asked softly.

Slash!” Came a another voice he recognized as Courage’s.

“Muril!” Slash said happily knowing that if Courage was near then so was Muriel. He easily climbed off
the roof and down the wall were he quickly slunk through the darkness until he reached the light of a
street lamp where he waited hopefully for Courage and the unknown voices.

“Gaba?” He wondered looking up and down the street for any signs of Courage and the others...But
street was deserted...

It was then when electrical blast was fired at him from out of the darkness. It barley did any damage to
him thanks to his powerful skin that was much like Stitch’s but it still caused him a bit of pain. He



growled angrily at whoever just had the guts to attack him.

“Get him Slushy!” Cried a voice he didn’t recognize. No sooner had the voice yelled out from the
darkness did a freezing cold wind wash over him. He screamed out with anger as his body became
frozen in ice.

“Good job Slushy, Finder and Sparky!” Said the voice as it’s owner appeared out of the darkness...It
was a little girl! A girl and a few experiments that Slash recognized from the lab slowly appeared out of
the darkness of the street.

A little girl was commanding his fellow experiments! Slash was simply outraged by this and with one
large burst of energy he cracked the ice open with all the strength he had.

He was just about to leap at Lilo when another force knocked him to the ground, a force much stronger
than his own or any other experiment he knew about.

He found himself pined to the ground by 626...

“Naga!” Stitch yelled trying to keep 600 pined down but even all four of his arms could not keep this
experiment down. “Mega wanna help you!” Stitch yelled. “Mega and Lilo keep you away from Gantu!”

Slash no longer cared about attacking Lilo, he was to frightened of 626. He had heard many things
about the 626th experiment and didn’t want to be anywhere near the most powerful and deadly of
experiments. “Naga! Naga! Let Mega go!” He screamed expecting to get killed by 626 at any second.

“Mega want to turn you to good!” Stitch yelled.

“Good? 626 wants to turn me good? Naga possible! But then he would have gotten rid of me by now...”
Slash thought and after a few minutes he decided to stop struggling.

Stitch slowly let go of Slash and let him stand up. “626 help mega be good so Muril will think Slash good
not bad?” He asked.

“Yea Stitch is right and we’ll help you find your one true place as well!” Lilo said.

Slash glared at Lilo angrily. “Mega not become slave to you!”

“Naga slaves.” Slushy said looking over at Sparky and Finder.

“Yea we just turn you to good so that Gantu doesn’t capture you and use you for bad!” Lilo said.
“Besides your one true place may be with Muriel!”

“What if mega don’t belong with Muril?” Slash asked softly.

“Then Lilo finds home for you in Hawaii.” Stitch said.

“You see, if Gantu gets you you’ll be put in a cage and only used for bad and you will really be a slave.



If we get you you’ll become apart of are ohana and not be forced to do bad.” Lilo said.

“Ohana?” Slash asked. He had never heard that word before and it also wasn’t apart of his language.

“Ohana means family, family means nobody gets left behind or forgotten.” Stitch said.

Slash gave at a bit of thought and finally said “If 626 can be good so can Mega!”

Well I guess your ready to come with us then!” Lilo said happily.

“Welcome to are Ohana cousin!” Stitch said.

“Now lets go tell Jumba that we got 6...” Lilo said just before getting cut of by Jumba’s voice.

ATTACK!” His voice shouted from atop a roof.

Just as he said that three well aimed plasma blasts from Splodyhead was fired at Slash.

Slash screamed with pain as the barrage of plasma smashed into his back and didn’t quit until he
collapsed onto the ground unable to take anymore of it.

“Jumba! Splodyhead! No!” Lilo yelled.

Slash slowly recovered from the attack and without question he got up and ran as fast as he could.

“Slash wait!” Lilo yelled but it was already too late.

“What’s problem little girl?” Jumba asked climbing down from a latter attached to the side of the
building. He was soon followed by Splodyhead, Courage and the rest of the experiments.

“Jumba I thought Slash was plasma proof.” She said looking down at the pink experiment blood that
tailed off in the direction Slash ran off in.

“He is like prototype of 626, that means he is almost the same as 626 but not completely.” Jumba said.

“So he’s not completely plasma proof!” Lilo shouted. “So now he’s hurt and injured just waiting for
Gantu to get him!”

“It’s seems so...” Jumba mumbled. “I’m sorry little girl...”

“Ih...” Splodyhead mumbled as well.

“What now?” Courage asked.

“We get Finder to find him again.” Lilo said with confidence.

“Uh little girl maybe we should wait until morning to capture 600.” Jumba said. “It’s getting very late.”



“But Jumba!” Lilo yelled.

“I’m sure 600 can last until morning.” Jumba said.

“Besides supper will be ready!” Stitch said licking his lips.

“Well...Oh all right...” Lilo mumbled giving up.

“Naga worry Lilo!” Stitch said softly to her. “Slash be fine!”

“I really hope...” Lilo sighed.

End Chapter



10 - A Promise To Be Kept

Chapter 10

A Promise To Be Kept

“I can’t believe you guys are just going to leave Slash out there!” Lilo yelled as the group of humans,
aliens, and experiments made a fast walk back to the farm.

“Little girl must not shout!” Jumba said trying to calm the little girl. “You know Pleakly will be all over us
if you are not back to the farm soon!”

“And when did we start worrying about what Pleakly will do to us!” Lilo cried out in frustration.

“Well lets just say when he got Nani’s attitude.” Jumba replied. “It is wrath even Jumba fears.”

“Who cares about Pleakly’s wimpy wrath! How am I suppose to keep my promise to Stitch this way!”
Lilo continued to fume.

“Eh, promise to 626?” Jumba said halting to a stop. Stitch who was ignoring Lilo’s little episode like
everyone else stopped as well. Courage also slowed to a stop too once he noticed the three of them had
stopped walking.

Jumba waved his hand at him in a very odd motion at Courage once he noticed the dog had stopped as
well. Courage quickly realized that it meant to keep going because if he stayed put the other
experiments would stop as well. He quickly turned around and raced back up to the experiments.

Once Courage and the experiments were far enough away Jumba decided it was ok to ask Lilo what she
had meant. “Lilo what promise did you make to 626?” He asked

Lilo looked over at Stitch with a sad look and said very softy “Stitch, do you remember the promise?”

“Ih, Stitch always remembers the promise Lilo made.” He said.

“I must really be doing a bad job of keeping it don’t I...” She mumbled.

“Lilo naga doing bad job, Lilo doing very good job of keeping it!” Stitch said trying to reassure her.

“Jumba is being lost here, what promise did you two make?” Jumba asked budding in.

Lilo sighed gently and spoke up “You know how we never chased after Gantu when he caught Fibber or
Amnesio or HunkaHunka or like when we gave them up like Nosy and Tank. Well Stitch was very sad
about losing so many cousins, especially Angel...So I made a promise to him. I promised that we’d
never give up an experiment to Gantu without a fight ever again, even if it meant chasing Gantu right



back to his ship and into the teleporter and we’d also never just give away any experiment ever again
no matter how hard it is to find there one true place.”

“And Lilo been doing good job since.” Stitch said. “Mega and cousins aren’t going to let big dummy
have his way ever again! Not with Slash either!”

“But we just let Slash...” Lilo began.

“No worry’s little girl! Tomorrow we have Finder find him again before Gantu does!” Jumba assured
her. “Let’s go have supper now and worry about thing later!”

“Well...ok...but I won’t like it...” Lilo began to walk again very slowly until Stitch lifted her up onto his
back and with the speed of a super genetic experimentation began to race across the outskirts of
Nowhere back to the farm, Lilo laughing all the way.

“Ah sometimes I can not believe I made 626 to destroy.” Jumba chuckled.

By the time Lilo and Stitch got back to the farm everyone was already eating much to there dislike.

“You couldn’t wait for us?” Lilo asked.

“I’m sorry Lilo but they wouldn’t wait.” Muriel said pointing to Eustace and the experiment. She and
Courage were the only ones waiting for them.

“Dig in!” Stitch yelled diving onto the table to join the near out of control experiments...and Eustace.

“So where is...Uh Jumbo was it?” Muriel asked.

“It’s Jumba and he should be here soon.” Lilo replied.

It was then when Pleakly came through the kitchen door and into the dinning room with more food to put
on the table. “So I’m going to guess you guys caught the experiment?” Pleakly asked.

“No not yet.” Lilo said once more.

“But where’s Jumba then? I thought he was outside dealing with that little monster.” Pleakly said.

“No he isn’t...we kinda left him in the dust back there...” Lilo said chuckling softly.

It was also then when the other dinning room door slammed open. “The evil genus has entered the
building! Awww 626 why did you eat all the mash potatoes! It’s the only thing Pleakly can cook without
burning!” Jumba said bursting into the room.

“Hey I do not burn everything!” Pleakly yelled.

“Oh don’t worry I added vinegar to everything!” Muriel said.



“Yea, you’d be surprised what you can do with a little vinegar!” Pleakly added.

Jumba gave a soft disgusted and mumbled. “Eww, I think I’ll be skipping supper.”

“Don’t worry, I don’t think there will be any left in a few seconds.” Courage mumbled back as Yaarp
leapt off the table and slurped up his dog food.

After the quick dinner the experiments quickly deserted the room and headed off to join Eustace in an
after dinner nap. Only Pleakly, Lilo and Courage remained to help Muriel clean up.

Courage and Pleakly stayed in the dinning room to clean up the mess while Lilo and Muriel went into the
kitchen to wash the dishes. All was quite in both the house and the kitchen until Muriel finally spoke up
to Lilo.

“Lilo?” She asked.

“Yes.”

“Why can’t I understand what Courage says?”

“I’ve been wondering about that too.” Lilo said softly. “Maybe I can understand him because I’m
always around aliens that speak in a different language or maybe you just got to listen harder, the next
time he speaks to you listen as hard as you can. When Stitch speaks in that language of his, if I listen
hard enough I can understand what he’s saying no matter much I don’t understand the language. It’s
like a bond I’ve got with him and my ohana maybe It’s the same with you and Courage as well. Believe
it or not Courage is speaking English but he slurs it really badly.”

“Well I...I guess I will start listing to him harder like you said...th...thank you Lilo...I was worried that I
may never understand Courage the way I want to...He’s like the son I never had...Well like the son I
lost...” Muriel said softly.

“Well I’m glad I helped you. We’re all one big ohana deep down.”

“Yes one big family...”

Once the dishes were done Muriel went to join the others in the living room. Lilo stayed behind to help
Courage and Pleakly finish the dinning room.

Courage couldn’t help but sigh softly once the dinning room was finished, he had never seen so many
crumbs before. He watched Pleakly and Lilo pass him as they headed into the living room. Much to his
surprises Lilo dropped a crumpled up paper to the ground just as she walked through the door. Courage
slowly picked it up and unrolled it. In sloppy handwriting it read.

Courage, meet me in the attic at midnight.

Lilo



End Chapter



11 - Muriel’s Secret

A/N: ALL of this story and any the next on was thought up even before the second season of Lilo and
Stitch The Series was made so some things may not work up with the show any more like 600: Slash
now has a real experiment in his place and any other new experiments in the next story will also have
real experiments in there real numbers place thanks to Leroy And Stitch.

Chapter 11

Muriel’s Secret

Courage made his way up the stairs, he had decided he would wait for Lilo upstairs in the attic instead of
waiting down stairs just in case he fell asleep or something.

Everyone downstairs was fast asleep already and Lilo was nowhere to be found. But that wasn’t what
was on Courage’s mind...Muriel had been acting strange ever since she found out she couldn’t
understand him while everyone else could. She seemed to be distancing herself from him lately and
even Eustace too...What on earth was wrong with her?

As he passed his owners bedroom while making his way to the attic he peak his head in to make sure
Muriel was okay. Much to his surprise she was nowhere to be found, his eyes turned to the closet to the
right of the room when Eustace suddenly came stumbling out of it holding a huge box filled with what
looked like pictures. He dropped it onto the bed before sighing and saying “Hey...stupid dog, come over
here...”

Courage had never heard Eustace sound like that before...he almost sounded sad...

“I...I know why Muriel is down in the dumps, dog. See this,” Eustace pulled out a picture and handed It
to Courage. On it was a little boy no old then six years old. “That is Muriel’s son!”

Courage gasped before dropping the picture. Eustace snatched it right back up and placed it right back
into the box before saying. “Well he ain’t my son, I can’t stand kids as much as I can’t stand stupid
dogs! But that is Muriel’s son, back before I married her she was married to another guy! Some things
happened and her little boy died of some illness, her other husband was angry and blamed it on her. He
left her and didn’t leave her anything but the clothes on her back and the worse part is she loved that
kid more then anything else in the world! She was so depressed when I found her that she could hardly
stop crying long enough to tell me! That is why I married her, someone as sweet as Muriel shouldn’t
have to be sad...It may not seem like it but I care about her alot...I was so happy when she became
happy again after she moved in here and married me.”

Courage was almost too shocked to speak, he couldn’t understand how he could have lived here so
many years and not know something like that.



“And do you know why Muriel is even happier now? It’s because of you dog, she see’s you like her
missing son! I think it’s unhealthy but if that’s what it’ll take for Muriel to be happy I’ll be fine with it.
THAT is the only reason I haven’t thrown you out yet dog! But know with this whole thing with you
talking now and she and I can’t understand you, it’s really upset her. I think it’s got something to do
with her son and I hope you can find a way to make her happy again.”

Courage watched as Eustace placed the box back into the closet. Just then Muriel entered the room in
her usual nightgown. Courage without a question launched himself into Muriel’s arm’s and tried his
hardest to hug her but he was much too small to do so.

“Well hello Courage!” She spoke, she seemed to sound happy again.

“Are you going to be okay Muriel?” Eustace asked in a surprisingly kind voice.

“Well...yes, I’ve decided I’m not going to worry about Courage talking or not! Either way he’s still my
Courage!” And this time she hugged Courage instead.

“Well...Well...that’s good then...” Eustace said softly as he shuffled his feet.

“Oh Eustace! Must you get so worried about me all the time? I’m fine now you know...I have a
wonderful family and friends!”

“Alright then, if your happy again...”

“Yes Eustace I’m fine, now let’s get some sleep.”

Courage then jumped out of Muriel’s arms before she said softly “Oh...I wonder how Slash is doing. I
want to tell them that Courage is the only dog for me, they can keep Slash if they want.”

Courage couldn’t help but let out a huge “Yesssss!” as he walked down the hall way. Slash really was
going to go away forever!

He hardly had the door to the attic open when two hands grabbed a hold of him a pulled him in. He
heard the door slam and right before he tried to scream he realized it was Lilo.

“Sorry about that!” She said softly before putting a finger to her lips. “We need to be quite so we to
wake up Pleakly!”

“Why?” He asked

“Don’t worry I’ll explain later.”

Lilo slowly walked up to the lone attic window, the moon light was the only thing keeping the attic
illuminated. Just as quietly as ever she opened it.

“Your early but that’s okay. You see me and Stitch made a promise not to give up any more
experiments to Gantu without a fight. So that includes Slash, but everyone want’s to wait until tomorrow



to keep looking but by then it might be to late so...me and Stitch are sneaking out tonight to go look but
we have to keep quiet or else Pleakly might wake up and try to stop us! I wanted you to come up here so
I could ask if you wanted to come along.”

“Well I guess it wouldn’t hurt to come along right?” He asked softly.

“Yeah! So that means your with us!” And then to Courage’s horror Lilo turned around and jumped out
the window...

“Oh no!” He almost screamed as he ran over and looked over the edge.

...And there, clinging to the wall with all his four arms out was Stitch, two pair clinging to the wall, two
gripping a hold of Lilo. Courage nearly passed out while Lilo and Stitch on the other hand was laughing
there heads off.

“Well let’s get going then!” Lilo yelled forgetting she was trying to be quiet!

End Chapter 11



12 - A Turn Of Luck

Chapter 12

A Turn Of Luck

“Gantu how could you forget about me like that!” Raged a very angry 625.

“I told you! I almost caught that little trog, no thanks to you!”

“Yeah but you could have come back for me! Your just a stupid blubber butt and now we’re stuck out
here because you don’t have any earth money to buy a hotel room...and my sandwiches are still gone
too...” 625 stomped his foot sadly for his long gone sandwiches.

“I don’t care about sleeping, I can go all night without rest for all I care! I need to find that little monster
before...Wait I don’t need to worry about that little girl and 626 there not here! I almost forgot.” Gantu
sighed with relief just as 625 laughed.

“What?” He asked.

“Well...since you were rude enough to forget about me and went off thinking some kidnaper got me
when really you just left me at that darn house. I emailed the little girl from there and now she should be
here at any time. That’s what you get for being a fish face! Hahaha!” 625 continued to laugh knowing all
to well he had just doomed Gantu now that the little girl was going to be here too.

“625!” Out came the plasma gun and just as he was going to vaporize the sandwich obsessed little trog
out of the darkness of a near by Nowhere alleyway came Charley.

“I’m guess’n you didn’t get that 600 guy?” He asked.

“Hey! How do you know about 600?” 625 asked, Gantu’s plasma gun was right over his head and
ready to fire if Gantu wasn’t being distracted.

“Well look’t here! You haven’t disappeared yet have you huh?”

“Don’t change the subject and really how do you know about 600?” Gantu asked finally pointing the
gun away from 625.

“Do you really want to know...” Gripping what looked like a zipper the rat’s body opened up just like a
jacket and it was then when they realized this guy wasn’t Charley at all. Out of the rat suit came an
human sized orange cat...Courage’s nemesis Katz...

“Your not Charley!” Came Gantu’s voice as his plasma gun dropped out if his hand.



“No...I’m not...” Katz spoke. “ I’m afraid that oversized rat stumbled upon my kidnaping scheme and
now he’s stuck with all the people who’ve...disappeared...heheheh...”

“Well...what do you want from us then!” Asked a now very freaked out 625.

“I want to help you capture that monster that’s running the streets...as a friend of course, no lies,
schemes, or backstabbing.”

“Why do I have a feeling your not being sincere?” 625 spoke.

“No need to be a skeptic, you see...without my help it looks like you will never capture that little beast.”
Katz’s laughed once more. 625 was having a hard time believing this guy.

“He must be trying to trick Ganny out of 600!” 625 thought.

“I’ll take whatever help I can get!” Gantu spoke happily now that maybe he’s luck would change.

“Gantu I think we shouldn’t...Hey!” 625 didn’t want Gantu to believe this guy but just as he spoke Katz
grabbed some small black looking like gun out of the fake Charley suit and fired it at him. His who body
went stiff and he fell to the floor too stiff to move any of his body he couldn’t even blink.

“Ha! Thanks for doing that to the little trog. He’s such a pain, now I can really go look for 600!”

Katz handed over the gun to Gantu much to his surprise. “You want me to use this?”

“Use it to paralyze and capture this 600 monster. As for this little monster called 625, I’ll go put him with
the rest of the kidnaped fools. Sadly the guns effects do wear off after awhile but don’t worry about it
wearing off when you hit 600.”

“Hehehe! 600 here I come!” Laughed Gantu.

“Ugh, why does he have to be such a fish brain!” 625 thought still unable to move. “I can see right
through this Katz guy.”

End Chapter 12



13 - The Start Of The End

Chapter 13 The Start Of The End

625 would have used every alien bad word he knew if only he could move his mouth. The oversized cat
who anyone but Gantu himself could tell was tricking him. Katz laughed the whole way as he made his
way down the flight of stairs lit only by a single light bulb at the top. His secret storage of the very people
he had kidnaped as 625 had found out was behind a very large rock off in the outskirts of the town.

625 was surprised nobody had looked here yet because it was certainly easy to see once you looked
behind the rock. He’s body was still frozen as hard as ever and Katz wasn’t being very nice to him as
he practically kicked his stiff self all the way here. And thank the great fish butt Gantu that the cat hadn’t
kicked him down the stairs.

Reaching the bottom floor he found the storage rather strange. It consisted of a round room dome
shaped room with rock above and below. It looked like someone was going to put a wall all around the
dome shaped hideout but gave in half way through or Katz forced them out...

The room was filled with oddball machines. 625 could only imagine what this cat’s insanity could think
up with all these things. It looked like something out of Jumba’s lab.

Off in the left side of the room was what looked like a jail cell with metal bars and everything and inside
was at least six or seven people inside of it.

“Let us out!” Called a man from inside. “I need to be back to my town by Monday! We have jobs you
know!”

Katz laughed, “You won’t need to worry about jobs where your going!”

“Your crazy!” Came a woman who was holding what looked to be a four year old son. “If you hurt my
son...”

“No worries for any of you yet and look I’ve brought you a new friend!” He held 625 up into the air like
some kind of plastic toy. “And look when I get my hands on 600 I won’t need any of you any
more...maybe I’ll have him dispose of you all...”

With that Katz opened the cell and literally chucked 625 into it. “You see with 600 I can dispose of that
stupid pink dog once and for all then I’ll do away with anyone else that stands in the way...that is if the
oversized fish doesn’t screw up! And you, you little monster! You almost blew my cover back there! I will
have what I’m after and you will be the first to go for nearly messing my plans up! And that oversized
fish I will also delight in getting rid of. Nothing will mess this up now!”

Now 625 really wished he could talk again, the humans only seemed to coward away into the back of
the cell but good ol’ 625 would have put that cat in his place. But now here he was, stiff and helpless



about to be killed off by an insane orange cat.

“You just wait until I can move again!” He thought to himself.

...Back with Lilo, Stitch and Courage...

“Okay, we need to be really quite while we leave the yard or else Pleakly might find us!” Lilo whispered
as they climbed down the side of the house.

“So where do we look to find Slash?” Courage asked in a whisper.

“I haven’t figured that out yet but I bet Stitch can try to sniff him out. Too bad we can’t go get Finder
without Pleakly waking up.”

Stitch laughed. “Yeah, Pleakly be just as bad as Nani sometimes!” He said that in a perfectly loud
voice.

“Stitch be quite!” Lilo also yelled by accident.

“Oops!” They both said at the same time. Courage couldn’t help but laugh, he wished he could be
more of a better friend to these two since it seemed like anyone apart of there group or better said
Ohana seemed to have a lot of fun every single day!

“So who’s Nani?” He asked.

“She’s my sister, but she can be a real pain in the...” Just then Courage lost his footing and dropped to
the ground. Hey he had fallen from higher places before! As usual he came out of a Courage shaped
hole and gave his ouch laugh.

“Are you okay!” Lilo asked as Stitch landed easily on the ground.

“I’ve been through worse...” He laughed.

Just then Pleakly came from around the corner.

“Well!” He yelled “I knew you two would be trying to sneak out at night so I stayed up to make sure you
didn’t leave!”

“Aww! Blitznak!” Stitch yelled stomping his foot.

“Hey watch your tongue little monster!”

“Pleakly we only want to help Slash!” Lilo complained.

Courage nodded to go along with her.

“No buts about it missy, your too young to go running about at this time of night! Nani would never



forgive me!”

“But I have Stitch! And you don’t need to tell Nani!”

Courage nodded once more.

“No I can’t let you!”

“Please!” Came both Lilo and Stitch.

Pleakly was about to argue again but just then Jumba also came around the corner followed by some
very sleepy looking experiments.

“Look then!” Jumba almost yelled “I will go with little girl, 626 and pink doggy to find 600 but only
because Jumba can’t get any sleep from racket Pleakly is making all night!”

“Oh fine then I guess I’ll come too...” Came a defeated Pleakly.

“YAAAYYY!” Yelled both Lilo and Stitch only for the bedroom window to open and a very angry Eustace
yell “Would you keep it down! Some of us are trying to sleep you know! Stupid dog, and stupid kids, and
stupid aliens.” He mumbled as the window slammed shut.

“Slash is gonna be ours!” Lilo yelled!

End Chapter 13
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Chapter 14

Captured And Not Just Slash

Slash had been wandering around Nowhere forever now. Thankfully the injury inflicted on his back
hadn’t been to bad and had stopped bleeding plenty long ago. He hadn’t been sure what had
happened, one moment he had been talking to Lilo the next he was on the ground being blasted to
death. It had hurt worse then the actual damage, he wasn’t completely plasma proof but he still was
able to withstand much damage from it. Despite everything it still hurts to be hit by plasma even if your
somewhat plasma proof.

Lilo couldn’t have been his attacker why would she? It must have been that Gantu guy right? Or maybe
she was trying to trick him! All he knew was that he wanted to go back to his home with Muriel! It was
funny, he no longer felt like going on blind rage attacks. He didn’t feel like going around and destroying
everything, maybe if the almighty 626 could be good so could he! He didn’t need to be destructive or
hurt people he could be happy as a dog like creature with a home and a real family.

“That must be what 626 have!” He thought. “ I want it too!” He yelled out in near perfect English.

And almost as if it had been fated down the street came his soon to be ohana, Finder leading the way.

“KATTA!” He yelled in alien to the group.

“Slash!” Yelled a very surprised Lilo.

“Maka, Maka!” He yelled taking a dive run at the group and almost instantly Lilo latched her arms
around him with sadness much to his surprise.

“I’m sorry we attacked you!” She spoke.

“Gaba?” He asked.

“It was an accident! Now you can come with us and find your one true place!”

“I...Ih!” He seemed hesitant.

“600 be like Stitch now!” Stitch said.

“Mega not bad now? Mega not use power?” He seemed even more hesitant. He wanted a home but he
still wanted to use he power, what fun would it be if you had to be normal all the time?

“Don’t worry we’ll find you a place where you can use your power all you want!” Lilo said.



“Yeah little girl is good at doing that!” Jumba added. “Besides 600 isn’t being nasty anymore! That is
very good, I thought 600 could never be tamed.”

“Mega want to be good now! But...only if not hit with plasma blast again...”

“Right, sorry about that 600.” Jumba said. “We had a few problems and ended up shooting you.”

“Stitch sure someone can help injuries.”

“I can do it!” Pleakly suddenly said, he had been skulking after being beaten by the group before.

Suddenly Stitch grunted and fell stiff to the floor.

“Stitch?” Lilo asked just as Slash did the same and the rest of the experiments.

“Huh?” Courage wondered as they all just dropped.

Then out of the shadows came Gantu...

“Haha! I got you all! You won’t be getting this experiment!” Gantu easily picked 600 up in one of his
large fishy hands.

“Put him down you big dummy! Stitch do something!” Lilo tried to shake Stitch but he just sat there stiff
not even blinking.

“Wait, what the!” And then Gantu himself dropped like the experiments.

“Katz!” Came Courage as Katz then reveled himself.

“I’m afraid I will be taking this monster thank you.”

“What are you planing now Katz!” Courage said with a growl.

“Your end of course and I think I will be using this little beast to gain some real power now. Well good
bye to all of you.”

And the gun was fired at all of them...

End Chapter14
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Chapter 15

Too Bad For Katz

If Courage could have screamed he would have. His number one enemy of all time had been tricking
them all even Gantu! Even worse he now could do whatever he wanted with them...and what would
happen to Muriel...

He had hauled them all down to his strange secret hideout like place and now everyone except Gantu
himself had been dragged down here only because Gantu was too big to put in the already cramped
cage and the fact that a whole bunch of tourists trapped as well didn’t help much either.

625 was thankfully unfrozen now but he seemed to have become the toy for a little kid who was also
trapped down here with her vacationing parents and having someone pull on you ears as hard as they
can is never fun but a crying kid was even worse and the girl seemed to do just that whenever he tried to
get away.

“So they got you guy’s too huh, ouch hey!” He said as the tried to tackle him laughing the whole way.

Of course they where too frozen to say anything...

“So where’s fish butt Gantu?” He asked trying to get out from under the kid who was now sitting on top
of him.

“Are they ever gonna let us out of here?” Came a woman who was staring at her watch like she had
somewhere important to go.

Then the jail like cell opened and Katz brought in last but not least Jumba and Katz looked a little more
then worn out as he pushed him in.

“Now that your all here except that oversized shark we can get down to business.” Katz said while
trying to catch his breath.

Slash himself was strapped down on what looked like a lab table. Even if he was not paralyzed he was
scrapped down so tight his claws would have been useless. Froze or not froze he couldn’t move with
such restrains on.

“Don’t worry my new little friends, my stun gun’s effects should be wearing off soon now.” Katz said
then he looked over at Slash. “And you...I’ve seen what you can do and the first thing your going to be
using your destructive power on is that stupid useless dog that’s been doing nothing but getting in my
way for so many years!”



Just then Courage felt what seemed like a cold breeze wash over him and he whole body seemed to
come back to life again.

“I can move!” Came Lilo from behind him.

“Mega get us out of here!” Came Splodyhead who was just about to use a plasma blast but Katz spoke
again.

“If any of you get any ideas about trying to get out of that cadge I will have you stunned again so I
wouldn’t even bother trying.”

“Nala queesta!” Slash said the minute he unfroze causing anyone who new the alien language to gasp.

“Well, well, well, your moving again are you?” Katz said coolly. He didn’t seem to understand how
violent 600 could get or how terrible the word he just used.

“Better not make Slash mad!” Lilo yelled.

“Oh don’t worry, It’ll make your end all the more violent. Are you ready to destroy and kill 600?” Katz
seemed all to eager to have everyone disposed of but how could he think Slash was just going to obey
him.

“Can’t escape as long as he has that stun gun.” Slash thought. “Wait! I bet I can...”

“Well are you you little monster?” He asked once more.

“Ih! Mega ready!” Anyone could have seen through his fake high pitched voice.

Jumba laughed “Is good thing 600 isn’t bad anymore or else everything in room would be destroyed by
now!”

“I don’t wanna be eaten by the little monster!” Pleakly yelled as he started panicking.

“One eyed one has nothing to worry about.” Jumba said in a whisper so Katz wouldn’t hear. “600 is
lying to big cat and 600 can’t eat you...he’d take his claws and grab you and...”

“Hey you don’t need to go into details!” 625 yelled.

“I was getting to best evil genius part!”

Katz let the restraints around Slash go and the moment the 600th experiment was free he let out a loud
“Mega Nala Queesta!” And dived on the cat claws extended...once he was finished Katz was a very
bald cat.

“What the!” He yelled trying to cover himself as everyone broke out into laughter. “You where
supposed to do as I say not cut me bald!”



“Mega naga take orders from you! Mega do as Slash wants, naga take orders from anyone...unless they
asked Slash nicely!” And he laughed.

Katz quickly grabbed a hold of the stun gun and was about to fire at 600 but one quick slash from the
master of slashing, 600. He himself cut it in two and it fell hopelessly to the floor.

“Not gonna work on mega a second time.” He said and began to growl.

“Uh...well look um...don’t hurt me okay? I...I was just...just going to use you at what your good at!”

Slash rased his hand into the air claws ready to do there thing. “You try to make me hurt ohana!”

“Wait! Wait! I was just!” Katz looked like he was about to start begging.

“But...Mega not bad anymore...” His claws retracted. “So Slash not gonna do anything bad to kiddy cat
but you better start running right now!”

And Katz did just that. He got up an ran like heck right out into Nowhere not looking back once.

Slash smiled and with one slash the bars of the cell collapsed and everyone was free.

“Let’s go home ohana!” He said happily.

“Right let’s go back to my house now that Slash is on our side now!” Courage said. “Muriel must be
worried.”

“And I better go tell Ganny the bad news.” 625 said laughing.

“Are you guys going to be okay?” Lilo asked the group of people who had been trapped down here.

“I’m so calling the cops and telling them about that cat!” The woman with the four year old son said.

“I don’t need to worry about Katz now that he thinks Slash is going to be living with me now!” Courage
suddenly cringed at the thought of Slash living at he house again. “Now what’s going to happen?” He
wondered to himself...

The group left the underground storage in high spirits, everyone but Courage. Either way they were
happy that had stopped Gantu and Katz from getting an experiment.

“Now no one can stop us from getting all 625 experiments!” Lilo said happily. “And some day we’ll get
Angel and the rest of the experiments back from Hamstervil.

...And the sun began to rise over Nowhere. Day had finally come...

End Chapter
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Chapter 16

The End That Is Only The Beginning

“How could I loses 600 to that stupid earth girl! How could I lose another experiment!” Gantu yelled as
he and 625 were waiting to get on a plane back to Hawaii. “This is all your fault trog!” He yelled to 625.

“Oh no it’s not my fault. Your bad karma just caught up with you again! You shouldn’t have been so
mean and left me at that farm house and you shouldn’t trust menacing cats!” 625 argued and Gantu
could tell he looked like he was about to start laughing and find some joke to use on him.

“If you say one thing I’m gonna use my plasma gun on you in from of all these people!”

“Oh really? So they can ship you off to area 51 because they know you’re an alien.” 625 in his usual
sarcastic manner.

“Errrrrr 625!” He roared.

“Uh oh! It’s a unidentified flying fish face. Hahaha!”

“That’s it when we get back to that stupid island I’m going to make you pay!”

...Back with Courage and the others...

“Oh Slash your back!” Came Muriel’s happy voice.

“Muril!” He yelled hopping into her arms.

Courage cringed angrily but if it hadn’t been for Muriel Slash would still be bad.

“It looks like you’ve found your family.” She said.

Lilo smiled. “Yep and now we need to find his one true place.”

“I bet he’d be good here.” Pleakly said. “He really seems to like it.”

“Uh oh.” Courage mumbled under his breath.

“Slash? Would you like to stay here?” Lilo asked.

“Mmmm Naga.” He said.



“Really?” Asked Muriel.

“Mega do like being with Muril...but mega can’t use power here. Mega need to go with Lilo and Stitch to
Hawaii to find one true place, besides Slash true family is in Hawaii all 626 of them!” Slash jumped out
of Muriel’s arms “But...Slash can come visit with Lilo sometimes?”

“Of course! I love having company!”

Courage nearly passed out right there...thank goodness luck was on his side for once.

“Yeah we should come visit sometimes!” Lilo said. “Jumba’s email should be on your computer now so
when you want us to come over someday all you have to do is ask!”

“Oh and I almost forgot to mention.” Jumba said. “There is a teleporting experiment somewhere around
Hawaii so as soon as Little girl find’s it we will be able to get here whenever we want!”

Eustace who was reading the newspaper in his red chair as usual grumbled “Great now the freaks are
going to be here all the time.”

“So now we can come and visit you guys and besides Courage says he’s seen zombies around here
before and I want to see them too!” Lilo said happily.

“Slash promise he come back to visit Muril and Courage.” He said happily but he still seemed a bit sad
about leaving. “Mega thank Muril for making it so Slash can find family.”

“Your welcome Slash. My place is always going to be here with Courage and Eustace so you’ll always
know where to find me.”

“Ih!” Slash said nodding.

Much to everyone’s surprise he turned around and shook hands with Courage and although he’s claws
could have easily cut Courage’s hands off he let him do it.

“Even now?” Courage asked.

“Ih.” Slash said. “No need to be jealous.” And he laughed.

“Great you knew that the whole time!” He yelled.

“You could see it a mile away!” Slash laughed.

“We should be getting ready to leave soon you guys.” Lilo said. “If Nani finds out we left she’ll be so
mad!”

“But why don’t you stay for breakfast?” Muriel asked. “Me and Pleaky can make something you
know?”



“FOOD!” Yelled all the experiments in the house.

“I guess that’s a yes...”

...At Gantu’s Ship In Hawaii...

“Now that where home I’m going to make you wish yo never were created trog!” Gantu yelled...not that
he hadn’t been yelling the whole way home anyway.

“Whatever you say G...” 625 sighed, he was getting bored with Gantu’s constant threats.

“And were are the people you hired to watch the ship!” Gantu opened the ship and entered angrily, 625
was snickering the whole way.

625 seriously had never seen Gantu’s mouth fall so far. The ship was trashed beyond anything they
had ever seen from the experiment party. Worse of all the experiments were out like lightbulb’s from
Spikes, spikes except for Nosy.

“Man you missed the best party ever!” He said. “And I took the time to go through all of Gantu’s stuff!”

“Man I must have missed the best party ever! Thanks Gantu...” 625 grumbled crossing his arms.

“Uh oh he’s about to blow!” Nosy yelled.

“Hit the deck!” 625 said.

“SIXXX TWOOO FIVEEE!”

Suddenly the communicator turned on and the face of Hamstervil appeared. “Gantu did you get 600!”

Gantu seemed to shrink on the spot as he squeak out a “No...”

“GAAANNNTTTUUU!”

So it’s a happy ending for everyone but Gantu as usual...but the true adventure was only just about to
start!

...Deep In Space At The Galactic Federation...

Darkness filled the grand hall of Galactic Federation, where 626 and so many others had been sentence
for the worse crimes the universe had ever seen.

The Grand Council Woman was angry...more angry then she had ever been in a long time. She was
keeping this crime a secret, not to mention this trial. It was between only her and the person who had
committed the crime...her sister Malla.

“What possessed you to do such a thing sister?” She asked. It was almost impossible for her to keep



her anger in check when it came to her sister.

“So what’s with keeping this all secret?” Asked the uncaring Malla. She looked almost the same as the
Grand Council Woman but younger and a lighter green. Although the Grand Council Woman was the
oldest of her family Malla was the youngest and wanted nothing more then to have the place of her
sister.

“This is a personal matter between us sister but it is a crime that I must see to. You tried to assassinate
me! It is buzzing all over the universe of how my ship was nearly shot down! Also noone else know I
knew it was you hiring someone to deal with me. I must keep this from the public that my own sister
nearly ended my life. You will be sentenced to a life of prison if I must do it.” She seemed to only grow
more aggravated as her sister yawned like it didn’t matter.

“And what would happen if the people found out the Grand Council Woman was keeping secrets like
jailing her murderous sister in secret? Your not very clean yourself now nether.”

“Undoubtably, you are right but you must be done away with. You have committed some of the worse
crimes I’ve ever seen in the last few years in all the years of my work. You know all to well how long our
species live. You have a good hundred years left of life and I cannot let you spend them in such
lawlessness.”

“You sound just like mother, you just had to take on her role when she was killed. Had to keep me and
brother from going bad.” She sighed again in that uncaring way.

“Silence!” The Grand Council Woman raged. “You will not speak that way to me!”

“What? Just because you’re the ruler of the universe! I think it’s you who needs to be silenced.” Malla
suddenly laughed. “I have plans for the Galactic Federation, first I’m going to rename it to the Galactic
Empire because that is what it will soon become then I’m going to send your army to any planet that
apposes me. Soon I will be ruler not just a confederation!”

Is that what you truly think Malla? I’m afraid that will never happen as long as I’m around and you are
truly a danger to the well being of the universe. I have no doubts of keeping you jailed for life.”

“I’m afraid you aren’t in the one to be saying I’ll never happen as long as your around. Goodbye
sister!”

The Grand Council Woman suddenly heard someone approaching her swiftly from behind. She never
got a chance to turn around and find out who it was for something hard hit her and then there was
darkness.

“We start are rule now brother...Not a soul can stop us now!”

To bad she didn’t know a little girl, 626 genetic experiments, and a dog were about to make ruling the
galaxy very difficult...

End Of Part One!



17 - Coming Next

A Cowardly Experiment

Lilo and the group come to visit Courage for awhile but a little accident involving Katz who's after
revenge and Jumba who has a prototype experiment DNA holder cause everyone except Jumba himself
to be turned into experiments. That means even Gantu who is simply in the wrong place at the wrong
time (You'll see when the first chapter is put up) and The Computer who also gets suck into this as well
all are experiments too. Every thing seems okay at first while Jumba works on a way to fix them until
Gantu and Katz decides to go and mess things up. They capture The Computer and is sent to
Hamstervil who want's to try a mind controlling device on all the turned to experiments of the group but
after many insults and Hamsterweel jokes The Computer manages to escape the only problem is he
doesn’t have a clue on how you pilot a huge spaceship so without much of a choice he ends up with the
captured by Gantu nearly a year ago, failed experiment, 499 who he call's Enya who thankfully can
speak English. Although her power is useless they escape the prison in a very funny way of course but
now the Federation is after them for some very strange and unknown reason. Although they hate each
other at first they soon find there gonna need each other of they plan to live long enough to get back to
earth since they both have a death sentence and kill on sight bounty by the Federation.

On the other hand the group is forced to head into space now knowing from 625 that The Computer was
captured and sent to Hamstervil but right after they land on Turo Courage goes missing and the
Federation captures them for what seems to be no reason... They are about to find there about to be
dragged into a fight that may save Earth and many other planets and maybe the Grand Council Woman
herself who's gone missing and a very...well...evil sister in her place and a very devilish brother who has
a grudge on The Computer after a little meeting that nearly get's them both of them killed. Now the fate
of who rules the universe hangs in the balance and even worse they may be stuck experiments forever if
they don't hurry. Enya's life will soon be in danger, Courage may never find his way off Turo ever again,
Malla the new Grand Council Woman may gain rule over all the universe, they may be stuck small and
furry forever, Stitch may lose Lilo forever in one final moment, Jumba is going to meet an old lab partner
and have to deal with an angry ex-wife, We finally find out who the heck made The Computer which may
make a very big importance in the battle to stop Malla, Find out who The Fawlk is, See if the Earth can
be saved, Find out what a Power Core is and how it can shift the tides for everything, Can Enya prove
herself to her experiment cousins who seem to hate failed experiments, Worse of all love is in the air for
a certain sarcastic computer and certain failed experiment too bad they can't get along long enough to
see it!
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